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Abstract
A method is proposed to transform automatically some satisfiable clause sets S into clause sets S′
having a unique Herbrand model (w.r.t. a given signature) which also satisfies S. These clause sets
with only one model can be used as representations of (in general infinite) Herbrand models of the
initial set of clauses. Existing theorem provers may be used to evaluate literals and clauses in the
models thus represented (using the standard proof by consistency mechanism). We also prove that for
some classes of clauses, the extracted model can also be represented by a tree automaton on tuples
of finite trees. This entails in particular that the evaluation of arbitrary function-free formulae in the
represented models is decidable. © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Automated model building is now widely recognized as a very important and dif-
ficult challenge in automated deduction (see for example Caferra and Zabel, 1992;
Fermu¨ller and Leitsch, 1996). Detecting theorems, and finding proofs, is only one partic-
ular aspect of formal reasoning. Being able to detect non-provable formulae as well, and
if possible to construct counter-examples of them, are very useful and desirable features,
that are often neglected by existing automated deduction systems. In most cases, theorem
provers will not terminate if the considered formula is not valid (resp. is satisfiable). Even
if the theorem prover terminates, answering “fail to find a proof” and giving the detailed
proof search as a justification is not likely to be of use to a non-expert user.
A model (or counter-example) not only witnesses the satisfiability (resp. non-validity)
of a given formula, it also provides useful semantic information on the formula. It may
allow a human user to better understand its meaning, and shows why the formula is not
provable. This may help for example to correct an error in a mathematical “theorem” or in
a computer program.
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Due to well-known theoretical limits (i.e. undecidability of first-order logic), exhaustive
model building is of course infeasible. Among the methods that have been proposed for
building models for satisfiable first-order formulae, we can distinguish two distinct and
complementary approaches.
• Design new algorithms or new calculi, or extend existing calculi, in order to search
for a model. This search can be performed either during the search for a proof
(as in Caferra and Zabel, 1992), or can be done independently (i.e. the model
builder is used instead of searching for a proof, or in parallel with a classical
theorem prover). Among these approaches, we mention the work by Caferra et
al. that defined constrained-based calculi for simultaneous search for refutations
and models (Caferra and Zabel, 1992), the (very successful) works on efficient
finite enumeration-based model building (Slaney, 1993; Zhang and Zhang, 1995) or
Tiomkin’s calculus for “proving unprovability” (Tiomkin, 1988).
• Use existing proof procedures and extract a model from the formula, in the case
in which the procedure terminates without proving unsatisfiability. The extraction
of the model relies on the information deduced during the search for a proof.
This kind of approach is mainly due to Fermu¨ller and Leitsch (1996), in the
context of the resolution calculus. Of course, we can also mention the tableau
calculus (or refinements of it, as in Manthey and Bry, 1988; Baumgartner et al.,
1996; Bry and Yahya, 2000), that belongs to this category, since (in contrast to the
resolution method) it immediately gives a model of the considered formula if it
terminates without detecting unsatisfiability (this is also the case for other related
approaches such as the hyper-linking method (Chu and Plaisted, 1994)).
Of course, each of these approaches has advantages and drawbacks. An obvious
advantage of the second one is that it enables us to use existing theorem provers (hence
to benefit from the huge amount of work done on the improvement of the efficiency of
theorem provers). Moreover, it strongly reduces the amount of additional computation cost
required for building models (since the model is built only if the formulae is known to be
satisfiable). A drawback is that these methods are restricted to particular syntactic classes of
formulae. The termination of the proof procedure, as well as the model building process,
rely on particular syntactic properties of the formula at hand, which is not the case for
other approaches such as for example finite model builders, which only rely on semantic
properties of the formula (i.e. having a finite model)1.
1 Of course, it is clear that no model building method can successfully handle all first-order formulae, due to
the undecidability of first-order logic. However, the key point is that the behaviour of the method does not need
to depend on syntactic criteria. For example, enumeration-based finite model builders terminate on any formulae
having a finite model, disregarding the syntactic form of the formula. Thus, if we replace the formula by another
equivalent one, the termination behaviour will be the same (of course the efficiency of the process may change).
This is not the case for the second kind of approaches since they rely on specific syntactic properties of clause
sets. Thus, they will not terminate—may even not be applicable—if these criteria are not fulfilled.
The former property is shared by other related methods which are “complete” with respect to a particular class
of models (such as RAMCET, Tiomkin’s method, Bry’s method etc.). Of course, giving additional syntactic (i.e.
recursive) criteria allowing to guarantee termination is always very desirable from a practical point of view (but
this is a completely different issue).
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The present work belongs to the second category of approaches: we propose a method
for extracting automatically finite representations of models from sets of clauses saturated
under some ordering refinements of the resolution rule (i.e. sets of clauses that are closed
under application of all inference rules in the considered calculus). This algorithm can be
applied as a post-processing step, on the saturated set of clauses.
It may be argued that sets of clauses S that are satisfiable and saturated under resolution
are already a representation of models of S. Unfortunately, this feature is useless from
a practical point of view, since S may obviously have several distinct Herbrand models.
Moreover, even if we use some particular method for choosing between all the models of
S, for example taking the leftmost (open) branch of the corresponding semantic tree (which
defines necessarily a model, since S is saturated and satisfiable), this method is useless
because there is no algorithm for computing the truth value of a clause, or a formula, in
the model (even the order itself is recursive). It should be noticed that even the evaluation
of ground atoms may be undecidable if the tree is transfinite. Indeed, if the order used to
restrict the application of the resolution rule is not isomorphic to ω, there may be a term t
with an infinite number of terms s such that s < t .
This emphasizes the need for a post-processing algorithm allowing to extract from the
saturated set of clauses a suitable representation of a Herbrand model.
In Fermu¨ller and Leitsch (1996) a method is proposed to extract (finite representations
of) models from sets of clauses saturated under hyper-resolution. However, no general
method exists for extracting (finite representations of) models from sets saturated under
ordering refinements of the resolution method, although such ordering refinements
are widely used by automated theorem provers. A first method was proposed by
Fermu¨ller et al. (1993), but it was only applicable to the so-called Monadic–Ackermann
class. In Hirschberger (1997), another method is presented for the 1-variable class2.
In this work, we present another method, for several other (precisely characterized)
classes of first-order formulae. In contrast to Fermu¨ller et al. (1993), the obtained model
is not a finite one, but a Herbrand one (i.e. is built on the set of ground terms built on
the considered signature). Since this model is in general infinite, we have to choose a
convenient way of representing it. In this paper, we propose to use clause sets to represent
models. This idea is very simple and allows to combine in a well-balanced way, expressive
power with the “good” required properties of a reasonable model representation. In order
that the set of clauses specifying the model brings new information w.r.t. the initial one,
we require that these clause sets have exactly one Herbrand model (on a given signature).
Such clause sets are straightforward representations of their Herbrand models.
Using such sets of clauses as representation formalism has at least the following
advantages. It allows us to use proof by consistency (see for example Kapur and Musser,
1987; Bachmair, 1988; Comon and Nieuwenhuis, 1998): for proving that a clause C (on
the same signature) is valid in the modelM denoted by S, it suffices to prove that S ∪ {C}
is consistent (indeed, if S ∪ {C} is consistent, it must have a Herbrand model, and since
M is the only Herbrand model of S, we must haveM  C). Consequently, it implies that
the problem of checking whether a ground atom L is valid inM is decidable (since either
2 i.e. the class of set of clauses with only one variable.
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L or ¬L is valid in M, we have either S  L or S  ¬L). Moreover, it is possible to use
any existing theorem prover (or model builder) for checking the consistency of the sets of
clauses, which avoids having to develop specific algorithms and systems in this aim.
Of course, the evaluation of arbitrary clauses (or formulae) in the model is undecidable
in general. However, if S and C belong to some decidable classes of first-order formulae
(such as the monadic class, the Ackermann class etc.) this problem becomes obviously
decidable.
In the first part of this paper (Section 3), we present an algorithm that transforms a
satisfiable clause set S into a clause set S′ such that:
• S′ has exactly one Herbrand modelM (on the considered signature);
• M  S.
The class of formulae for which the method works is identified precisely by syntactic
criteria (in particular the formulae must be saturated under some ordering refinements of
the resolution calculus).
S′ can be seen as the representation of a model M of S. In Section 4, we show how to
evaluate atoms and clauses in the model, and we identify useful properties of the obtained
clause sets. In Section 5, we investigate a particular class of formulae (including—but
not restricted to—the monadic class3) and we prove that in this case, the set of clauses,
say S′, obtained by the transformation process presented in this paper describes a model
which is also representable by a tree automaton operating on tuples of finite trees. As a
corollary, this implies that the evaluation of arbitrary first-order formulae in the represented
interpretation is decidable. Moreover, we can also automatically extract a finite model
of the initial formula from the obtained set of clauses S′. Finally, in Section 6, a brief
comparison between our approach and existing ones and some lines of future research are
given.
2. Notations
We assume the reader is familiar with the usual notions in logic and automated
deduction (see for example Fitting, 1990) and with resolution-based theorem proving
(including ordering strategies). Most of the notations used are self-explanatory or standard.
For the sake of clarity and to be self-contained, we briefly recall some basic definitions and
review the notations used throughout this work.
2.1. Syntax
We assume a given logical alphabet {∨,∧,∀, ∃,¬,⇒,⇔} and three pairwise disjoint
sets of symbolsΣ ,Ω , V .Σ denotes the set of function symbols (including constants) in the
signature, Ω denotes the set of relational symbols (excluding the equality predicate that is
considered separately) and V denotes the set of variables. If f ∈ Σ ∪Ω , then a( f ) denotes
3 i.e. the class of first-order formulae without function symbols and with predicate symbols of arity at most 1.
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the arity of f . Constant symbols are treated as function of arity 0. We assume that Σ is
finite (as we shall see this is a crucial point) and contains at least one constant symbol.
Notation 1. We denote by MΣ and MΩ the maximal arity of symbols in Σ and Ω
respectively, i.e. MΣ =def max{a( f )/ f ∈ Σ } and MΩ =def max{a( f )/ f ∈ Ω}.
H (Σ ) (the Herbrand universe) is the set of ground terms built on the signature Σ and
H (Σ ,X ) (whereX ⊆ V) is the set of terms built on the signatureΣ and the set of variables
X (we have H (Σ ) = H (Σ ,∅)).
More formally, H (Σ ) and H (Σ ,X ) are defined as follows:
Definition 2.1. Let X ⊆ V . The set H (Σ ,X ) is the least set that satisfies the following
properties.
• X ⊆ H (Σ ,X ).
• If f ∈ Σ and a( f ) = n and (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ H (Σ ,X )n then f (t1, . . . , tn) ∈
H (Σ ,X ).
We denote by H (Σ ) the set H (Σ ,∅).
Notice that since Σ contains at least one constant, H (Σ ) is non-empty.
Remark. If n = 0 then f (t1, . . . , tn) is to be read as the term f .
The formulae are built as usual on the signatureΣ∪Ω and on the set of logical symbols.
More formally:
Definition 2.2. An atom is either of the form P(t1, . . . , tn) where P ∈ Ω , (t1, . . . , tn) ∈
H (Σ ,V)n and a(P) = n or of the form t ≈ s where (t, s) ∈ H (Σ ,V)2.
The set of first order formulae is the least set satisfying the following conditions.
• If A is an atom then A is a first-order formula.
• ,⊥ are first-order formulae.
• If F,G are two first order formulae and x is a variable then F∨G, F∧G,¬F, (F ⇒
G), (F ⇔ G), (∃x)F, (∀x)F are first-order formulae.
A literal is either an atom (positive literal) or the negation of an atom (negative literal).
If L is a literal, then Lc denotes it complementary (i.e. the literal with same atom and
opposite sign).
A clause is a formula of the form (∀x1, . . . , xn)∨ni=1 Li where the Li (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
literals and {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of variables occurring in∨ni=1 Li .
The reader should note that in this paper, the sets Σ , Ω are fixed a priori, and that any
non-logical symbol occurring in the clause sets must belong to Σ ,Ω by definition.
Remark. Since all variables are universally quantified, a clause will often be denoted as a
disjunction∨ni=1 Li or more simply as a set of literals {Li | i = 1, . . . , n}.
The empty disjunction of formulae is assumed to be ⊥ and similarly the empty
conjunction is .
A substitution σ is a mapping from V to H (Σ ,V) such that the set of variables x whose
images are different from x is finite. As usual, substitutions can be extended into a mapping
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from H (Σ ,V) to H (Σ ,V) and from the set of formulae to the set of formulae. The image
of a term (resp. formula, clause etc.) t by a substitution σ is denoted by tσ .
A term (resp. formula) is said to be ground iff it contains no variable. A substitution is
said to be ground iff for any variable x either xσ = x or xσ is ground.
Expressions of the form , , , . . . denote vectors of terms or variables. In particular,
we shall write P( ) for P(t1, . . . , tn), and ≈ for∧ni=1 ti ≈ si (where = (t1, . . . , tn)
and = (s1, . . . , sn)).
For any set of clauses S, we denote by ground(S) the set of ground instances of S (which
obviously depends on Σ ).
Definition 2.3 (Positions, Subterms). A position p is a finite sequence (string) of natural
numbers. 	 denotes the empty sequence and p · q denotes the concatenation of sequences
p and q . |p| denotes the length of p.
The set of positions in a term t and the term t|p (the term at position p in t) are
inductively defined as follows:
• 	 is a position in t and t|	 =def t ;
• For any function symbol f of arity n in Σ , if i ∈ [1 . . .n], (t1, . . . , tn) ∈
H (Σ ,V)n and p is a position in ti , then i.p is a position in f (t1, . . . , tn) and
f (t1, . . . , tn)|i.p =def (ti )|p .
Let (t, s) ∈ H (Σ ,V). t is said to be a subterm (resp. a proper subterm) of s iff there
exists p (resp. p ≡ 	) such that s|p ≡ t .
For any pair of terms (t, s) and for any position p in t , the term t[s]p denotes the
term obtained from t by replacing the subterm at position p by s, and formally defined as
follows:
• t[s]	 =def s.
• f (t1, . . . , tn)[s]i.p =def f (t1, . . . , ti−1, ti [s]p, ti+1, . . . , tn).
The notions of “position in a term”, “subterm”, “occurrence” etc. may be extended to
atoms, literals and clauses in a straightforward way. For the sake of conciseness, we do not
recall here all the formal definitions.
In the paper all the considered clause sets are assumed to be finite.
2.2. Semantics
Definition 2.4. An interpretation is a pair I = (D, I ) such that D is a set (the domain
of I) and I a function mapping each function symbol f of arity n into a n-ary function f I
from Dn to D and each predicate symbol P of arity n into a n-ary relation PI on Dn .
An assignment A is a pair (I, σ ) where I is an interpretation and σ a function from V
to the domain of I.
Notation 2. Let (I, σ ) be an assignment. Let x be a variable and t be an element of the
domain of I. We denote by σ [x := t] the function σ ′ defined as follows:
• σ ′(y) = σ(y) if y = x .
• σ ′(x) = t .
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Definition 2.5. For any expression (term or formula) t and for any assignmentA = (I, σ ),
we denote by tA the value of the expression t in A, that is inductively defined as follows.
• If x ∈ V then xA =def σ(x).
• If f (t1, . . . , tn)A =def f I(tA1 , . . . , tAn ).
•  is true.
• (t ≈ s)A is true iff tA = sA, false otherwise.
• P(t1, . . . , tn)A is true iff (tA1 , . . . , tAn ) ∈ PI , false otherwise.
• (F ∨ G)A is true iff FA = true or GA = true, false otherwise.
• (F ∧ G)A is true iff FA = true and GA = true, false otherwise.
• (F ⇒ G)A is true iff FA = false or GA = true, false otherwise.
• (F ⇔ G)A is true iff FA = GA.
• (¬F)A is true iff FA = false, false otherwise.
• ((∃x)F)A is true iff there exists a term t such that FAt = true, where At =def
(I, σ [x := t]), false otherwise.
• ((∀x)F)A is true iff for all terms t , FAt = true, whereAt =def (I, σ [x → t]), false
otherwise.
Let F be a formula. An assignmentA validates F iff FA = true (this is notedA  F).
An interpretation I validates (resp. is a model of) F iff for all assignmentsA = (I, σ ) of
the variables in F , A  F . This is noted I  F .
An interpretation I validates (or is a model of) a set of formulae F iff I validates all
formulae in F .
A formula (resp. set of formula) F is said to be satisfiable iff it has a model.
For any pair of formulae (F,G) we note F  G iff any model of F is a model of G.
For any interpretation I and for any pair of first-order formula (F,G), we note F ≡I G
iff F and G have the same truth value in I.
Definition 2.6. An interpretation (resp. model) I is said to be a Σ -interpretation (resp.
Σ -model) if its domain is the set of ground terms H (Σ ) and if for any function symbol
f ∈ Σ , we have: f I(t1, . . . , tn) = f (t1, . . . , tn).
For any pair of formulae (F,G) we note F Σ G iff any Σ -model of F is a Σ -model
of G and F ≡Σ G iff F Σ G and G Σ F (in this case, F and G are said to be
Σ -equivalent).
Example 1. Let Σ = {0, succ}. Let F = P(0) ∧ (∀x)(¬P(x) ∨ P(succ(x))) and
G = (∀x)P(x).
It is well known that we have F Σ G but F  G.
The formula (∀x)(x ≈ succ(x)) ∧ (0 ≈ succ(x)) is validated by all Σ -interpretation
but not by all interpretations.
Example 2. Let Σ = {a, f }. Let F = (∃x)(x = f (x)).
F is satisfiable (it suffices to consider the function f = id on any domain) but has no
Σ -model.
Let us recall the important notion of subsumption.
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Definition 2.7. A clause C is said to be subsumed by a clause D iff there exists a
substitution σ of the variables occurring in D such that any literal in Dσ occurs in C .
A clause C is subsumed by a set of clauses S iff there exists D ∈ S such that D
subsumes C .
3. Obtaining sets of clauses with only one Herbrand model
In this section, we present our algorithm for transforming sets of clauses into clause
sets having exactly one Herbrand model. This algorithm is restricted to a particular class
of clause set, defined as follows.
From now, we assume given a partial, well-founded ordering < on ground atoms. We
also assume that this ordering is recursive, i.e. that there exists an always terminating
procedure deciding whether t < s for any pair of ground atoms (t, s). < is extended to
ground literals simply by ignoring negation symbols.
Definition 3.1. We say that a set of clauses S satisfies the condition (C<) iff the following
conditions hold:
• Each clause C in S is of the form: P( ) ∨ R or ¬P( ) ∨ R where:
– R is a disjunction (possibly empty) of literals.
– Var(R) ⊆ Var(P( )) (Condition (C<1)).
– For all ground substitutions σ of the variables in C , and for any atom L occurring
in R: P( )σ > Lσ . Condition (C<2).
In the following P( ) (resp. ¬P( )) will be called the head of the clause and R will
be called the body of the clause (remark: it is clear that P( ) and R must be unique,
due to condition (C<2)).
Using notations coming from Logic Programming, a clause of head H and of
body B1 ∨ · · · Bn (with possibly n = 0) will often be denoted as a rule:
H ← ¬(B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn) or H ← (Bc1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bcn).
In contrast to the usual convention in Logic Programming, H may be positive or
negative. Of course, B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn can be empty (in this case we have by definition
B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn =⊥ and Bc1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bcn = ).• If (H ← ¬B) ∈ S and (¬H ′ ← ¬B ′) ∈ S (where B, B ′ are disjunctions of literals)
and σ is a m.g.u. of H and H ′, then either Bσ ∨ B ′σ is a tautology or S subsumes
Bσ ∨ B ′σ (condition (C<3)).
Informally, conditions (C<1) and (C<2) mean that each clause C in S contains a non-
equational literal P such that:
• P contains all the variables of the clause;
• P is strictly greater than the others literals in C .
The clause C is of the form P∨ R, where R is a disjunction of literals (R may be empty,
in this case C is a unit clause). C can be written as a rule: P ← B , where B is the negation
of R (or the conjunction of the complements of the literals occurring in B).
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Moreover, by condition 3, S must be saturated under <-resolution in the sense that any
non-tautological ground clause deducible by <-resolution from two ground instances of
clauses in S must be subsumed by some clause in S (though the above definition is self-
complete, the reader could refer to Appendix B or to Leitsch (1997) for a definition of the
standard <-resolution rule). Please note that <-resolution is considered here at the ground
level, i.e. we consider only the ground clauses that can be deduced from ground instances
of clauses in S, and not the non-ground resolvents themselves (that is why we do not even
assume that < is defined on non-ground terms). Obviously, if a set of clauses is saturated
w.r.t. standard <-resolution and simplification rules (see Appendix B), then it must also
fulfil condition 3, but the converse does not hold (indeed, more refined simplification rules
could be used, for example the dissubsumption rule in Caferra and Zabel, 1992).
Note that condition (C<3) is not recursive in general, since it involves an infinite
number of ground resolution and subsumption tests. From a practical point of view, it
is easier to check that the set of clauses is saturated under the usual non-ground rules (see
Appendix B), rather than to verify that condition (C<3) is satisfied. Obviously, it implies
that < must be defined on non-ground literals (or at least that there exists an algorithm
that decides, given two terms t, s, whether there exists a ground substitution σ such that
tσ < sσ ).
Notice that since our technique is intended to be used as a post-treatment when
a resolution-based theorem-prover terminates without detecting contradiction, condition
(C<3) will actually not have to be tested explicitly: it simply follows from the completeness
of the prover. Otherwise, it suffices to check—in order to obtain a decidable criterion—that
any <-resolvent of clauses in S is either a tautology or is subsumed by a clause in S (this
condition is decidable and stronger than (C<3)).
The reader should notice that the factorization rule is not needed here.
Remark. In contrast to the first version of this paper (Peltier, 2000), S is allowed to contain
equational literals. However, due to the definition of condition (C<), these literals are
not allowed to occur in the head of the clauses (this follows from the fact that the head
literal must be of the form P( ), where P ∈ Ω , hence they cannot be equational literals).
Of course, this condition strongly restricts the use of equality. Intuitively speaking, this
condition guarantees that≈ can be interpreted as syntactic equality on ground terms, hence
that S has a Σ -interpretation.
Extending the method to clause sets containing maximal equational literals is left to
future work.
3.1. The case of unit clauses
Since the body of the clause may be empty, clauses occurring in S may be unit. It is
worth investigating what happens in this particular case. If C is unit then two cases may
occur:
• Either the unique literal in C is equational, hence C cannot fulfil (C<1) (since the
head cannot be an equational literal).
• Or it is non-equational, and in this case C trivially satisfies (C<1) and (C<2). Indeed,
it must be of the form P( ) ←  or ¬P( ) ← , where P( ) is maximal and
contains all the variables in the clause.
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Non-equational unit clauses may be denoted as P ← , where P is the unique literal
in the clause.
3.2. Examples
Below, we give examples of clause sets satisfying (and not satisfying) condition (C<).
In all these examples except the last one, we use the same ordering, namely lexicographic
path ordering with P > Q > R > f > g > b > a.
We firstly give two examples of clause sets satisfying condition (C<).
Example 3. S1 = {P(x) ∨ Q(x),¬P( f (y)) ∨ ¬Q(y) ∨ R(y), Q( f (y)) ∨ ¬Q(y)}S1
satisfies conditions (C<1) and (C<2). Using rule notation, S1 can be expressed in the
following way:
S1 = {P(x)← ¬Q(x),¬P( f (y))← Q(y) ∧ ¬R(y), Q( f (y))← Q(y)}.
S1 also satisfies condition (C<3). Indeed all ground clauses deducible from ground
instances of S1 by <-resolution are of the form Q( f (t)) ∨ ¬Q(t) ∨ R(t) for some term t ,
hence are subsumed by Q( f (y))∨¬Q(y) (they are obtained by <-resolution on instances
of P(x) ∨ Q(x) and P( f (y)) ∨ ¬Q(y) ∨ R(y), with x → f (t) and y → t).
Example 4. Let S2 = {P(x, y)∨Q(x), P(y, x)∨¬Q(y), Q( f (y))∨Q(y),¬Q( f (y))∨
¬Q(y)}.
S2 satisfies conditions (C<1) and (C<2). It can be denoted using the following rules:
S2 = {P(x, y)← ¬Q(x), P(y, x)← Q(y), Q( f (y))← ¬Q(y),¬Q( f (y))← Q(y)}.
Moreover, S2 also satisfies condition (C<3), since any clauses deducible from (ground
instance of clauses in) S2 by (ground) <-resolution are tautologies.
Condition (C<2) guarantees the existence of a unique maximal literal in the clause. Here
is an example of a clause set not satisfying this condition.
Example 5. S3 = {P(x, y) ∨ P(y, x), P(a, b)}.
The clause P(x, y)∨ P(y, x) cannot fulfil condition (C<2) since there are two maximal
literals (P(x, y) and P(y, x) are not comparable, in the sense that there exist substitutions
σ such that P(x, y)σ > P(y, x)σ and vice-versa).
Next is an example of clause sets fulfilling (C<1) and (C<2) but not (C<3).
Example 6. Let S4 = {P( f (x)) ∨ ¬P(x),¬P( f (x)) ∨ Q(x),¬P( f (x)) ∨ Q( f (x))}.
S4 satisfies conditions (C<1) and (C<2). It may be written as follows: {P( f (x)) ←
P(x),¬P( f (x))← ¬Q(x),¬P( f (x))← ¬Q( f (x))}.
But it does not satisfy condition (C<3). For example, the clause ¬P(a) ∨ Q(a) is
deducible for P( f (x))∨¬P(x){x → a} and ¬P( f (x))∨Q(x){x → a} by <-resolution,
but is not subsumed by any clause in S4.
Finally, here is an example of a clause set not satisfying condition (C<1).
Example 7. We assume that the ordering > fulfills P(t) > Q(s) for all terms t, s.
S5 = {Q( f (y))∨ ¬Q(y), Q(a), P(x) ∨ Q(y)}.
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The clause Q( f (y))∨¬Q(y) satisfies (C<1) (it may be written Q( f (y))← Q(y)) but
the clause P(x) ∨ Q(y) does not satisfy this property, since y occurs in Q(y) and not in
P(x) (and P(x)σ > Q(y)σ for all ground substitution σ ).
Definition 3.2. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying (C<) and let P be a predicate symbol
of arity n. P denotes a n-uple of (pairwise distinct) variables not occurring in S.
• We denote by SP the set of clauses of S whose head is of the form P( ). By definition,
SP is of the form {P( i )← ¬Ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ nS,P}.
• We denote by DP and FP the following formulae:
DP =def ∨P( i )←¬Ri∈SP (∃ i ) P ≈ i ∧ ¬Ri , where i = Var(P( i )← ¬Ri ).
FP =def (∀ P)P( P )⇔ DP .
• We denote by FS the conjunction of all the FP i.e. FS =def ∧P∈Ω FP .
FS is called the <-completion of S.
Roughly speaking, SP is the set of clauses defining the interpretation of P . FP is
obtained from SP by adding the converse of the implications corresponding to the clauses
in SP . The reader should remark that clauses with negative heads are not taken into account
in this definition. Therefore, the <-completion of a set of clauses S only depends on the
set of clauses with positive head occurring in S.
Remark. <-Completion is closely related to Clark’s completion formula (see for example
Clark, 1978) which is widely used in Logic Programming to handle the negation in logic
programs. The only difference is that in our case the “head” of the clause is not fixed (as in
Logic Programming) but depends on the order < (actually, the head of a clause C is chosen
in such a way that the body of C is strictly lower than its head, which is always possible if
C satisfies (C<)).
Example 8. Let S be the following set of clauses:
Q(x) ∨ ¬R(x)
P( f (x, x))∨ Q(x)
R(a)
R(b).
Let < be an ordering such that P(t1) > Q(t2) > R(t3).
Let xP = (u), xQ = (v) and xR = (w). The <-completion of S is:
(∀u)P(u)⇔ (∃x)(u ≈ f (x, x)∧ ¬Q(x))
(∀v)Q(v) ⇔ (∃x)(v ≈ x ∧ R(x))
(∀w)R(w) ⇔ (w ≈ a) ∨ (w ≈ b).
We first show that the formula FS has a unique Herbrand model M and that M  S,
then we will prove that FS can be automatically transformed into a set of clauses.
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Lemma 3.1. Let < be a well-founded ordering and let S be a set of clauses satisfying
(C<).
• FS has exactly one Σ -modelM;
• M  S.
Proof.
• We first prove that FS is satisfiable, by constructing a model of FS on H (Σ ).
Let I be a set of ground literals. We denote by TS(I) the set of ground instances
P( P)σ of P( P ) such that P ∈ Ω , I Σ DPσ and by FS(I) the set of ground
instances P( P)σ of P( P) such that P ∈ Ω ,I Σ ¬DPσ .
Let Φ be the following operator on interpretations.
Φ(I) =def TS(I) ∪ ¬FS(I).
Clearly Φ is monotonic, hence has a least fixpoint, noted M such that M = Φn(∅)
for some (possibly transfinite) ordinal n and Φ(M) =M.
We shall show that M denotes a Σ -model of FS . We have to show that M has
a unique Herbrand interpretation (i.e. that M contains no contradiction and that for
any ground atom L contains either L or ¬L) and then that it models FS .
1. The first step is to prove thatM is satisfiable. AssumeM is unsatisfiable. Then
there must exist n such that Φn(∅) is unsatisfiable. Let n be the least ordinal
having this property (clearly n must be a successor ordinal). If Φn(∅) contains
two contradictory literals P( ) and ¬P( ), then by construction, it means that
Φn−1(∅) Σ DP{ P → } and that Φn−1(∅) Σ ¬DP { P → }. Since
Φn−1(∅) is satisfiable, this is impossible.
2. Then we show that M has a unique Σ -model. We show by induction on the
set of ground atoms, that for any ground atom L either M  ¬L or M  L.
Let L be a ground atom, and assume that the property holds for all L ′ < L.
L is of the form P( ), for P ∈ Ω . If (∃ i ) ≈ i is false for all i , then
M Σ ¬DP { P → } hence M Σ ¬P( ) (since M is a fixpoint of Φ).
Otherwise, assume that there exist i ≤ n P,S and a substitution σ of i such that
σ ≈ iσ . In this case σ must be ground (since is ground and any variable in
i occurs in i by (C<1)).
Moreover, by C<2, we have P( i ) > L for any atom L in Riσ . By induction
hypothesis, we have either M Σ L or M Σ ¬L. Therefore, we have either
M Σ Riσ orM Σ ¬Riσ .
IfM Σ Riσ , then we have clearlyM Σ P( ) (by stability w.r.t. Φ).
If for all i ≤ nS,P , we have M Σ ¬Riσ , then we have M Σ ¬DPσ , hence
M Σ ¬P( ).
3. Finally, we prove thatM  FS .
Assume that there exists a predicate P such that M  FP . This means (by
definition) that there exists a ground substitution σ such that M  P( P)σ ⇔
DPσ . By stability w.r.t. Φ, this is impossible (since P( )σ and DPσ must have
the same truth value, by construction ofM).
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• Unicity of the model: it follows from the remark that for any Σ -model I of FS the
set EI of ground literals that are true in I must be a fixpoint of Φ. Hence M ⊆ E
hence I =M.
• Now, it only remains to prove that for any clause C ∈ S, FS  C . This is immediate
if C ∈ SP , by definition of FP . The only case we have to consider is the case where
the head of C is negative.
Let C = H ← ¬B be a clause in S and σ be a substitution of the variables of C
such that:
– M  ¬Cσ ;
– For any instance C ′σ ′ = (H ′ ← ¬B ′)σ ′ of a clause in S such thatM  ¬C ′σ ′,
H ′σ ′ ≮ Hσ .
Remark. Cσ is the minimal element of the set of clauses in ground(S) that are false
in M, i.e.
Cσ = min{C ′σ ′ | C ′ ∈ S,M  C ′σ ′}.
SinceM  ¬Cσ , we must haveM  ¬Hσ . H must be of the form ¬P( ), with
M  P( ). Since M  FP , we have M  DP { → }. Hence (by definition of
DP ) there exists a clause H ′′ ← ¬B ′′ and a substitution σ ′′ such that H ′′σ ′′ = P( )
and M  ¬B ′′σ ′′. By condition (C<3), either S subsumes C ′′ = B ′′σ ′′ ∨ Bσ or C ′′
is a tautology.
Since M  ¬B ′′σ ′′ and M  ¬Bσ , M  ¬C ′′. Therefore, C ′′ cannot be a
tautology. Therefore, S subsumes C ′′ = B ′′σ ′′ ∨ Bσ . Hence, there exists a subclause
of C ′′ which is an instance of a clause in S. However, since any literal in C ′′ is strictly
lower than Hσ , this contradicts the definition of C . 
Now, we show how to transform each formula FP into an Σ -equivalent set of clauses.
This is done by using existing techniques for quantifier elimination in the algebra of finite
terms (see for example Barbuti et al., 1990; Comon and Lescanne, 1989; Comon, 1988).
We give a full description of the transformation process below.
Definition 3.3. A first-order formula is said to be elementary iff it is of the form
(∃y1, . . . , yn)[ ≈ ∧ R]
where:
• {y1, . . . , yn} = Var(t).
• Var(R) ⊆ Var(t).
• does not contain any variable in {y1, . . . , yn}.
• R does not contain any existential quantifier.
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The following procedure ∃-Elimination in pseudo-code eliminates existential quantifiers
occurring in an elementary formula.
Procedure ∃-Elimination
INPUT: An elementary first-order formula F ≡ (∃y1, . . . , yn)[ ≈ ∧ R].
OUTPUT: A formula F ′, Σ -equivalent to F
and not containing any existential quantifier
Begin
If Var( ) = ∅ Then Return(F)
Else Begin
≈ must be of the form x ≈ t ∧ ′ ≈ t ′,
where t contains at least one variable yi (i ∈ [1 . . .n])
If t ≡ yi Then
Return(∃-Elimination((∃y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn)[ ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R]{yi → x}))
Else
t is of the form f (t1, . . . , tm) with f ∈ Σ , a( f ) = m
Let v1, . . . , vMΣ be pairwise distinct variables not occurring in F
F ′ := (∃y1, . . . , yn)∧mi=1 vi ≈ ti ∧ ′ ≈ ∧ R
F ′′ := (∀v1, . . . , vm)(x ≈ f (v1, . . . , vm ) ∨ ∃-Elimination(F ′))
∧∧g∈Σ , f =g,l=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vl )x ≈ g(v1, . . . , vl )
Return(F ′′)
End
Remark. Note that the fact that Σ is finite is crucial for the definition of the ∃-Elimination
procedure.
Example 9 (Continued). We consider the following elementary formula F , obtained from
the nnf of the <-completion of S in Example 8.
F ≡ (∃x)(u ≈ f (x, x) ∧ ¬Q(x)).
We apply the ∃-Elimination procedure on F .
We first consider the equation u ≈ f (x, x). Since f (x, x) is not a variable, we must
recursively call the procedure ∃-Elimination on the following formula F ′:
F ′ ≡ (∃x)(v1 ≈ x ∧ v2 ≈ x ∧ ¬Q(x)).
Then, we consider the formula v1 ≈ x . Since x is a variable, we obtain the formula:
v2 ≈ v1 ∧ ¬Q(v1).
Here, the formula does not contain any existential quantifier, hence the procedure stops.
Therefore, we finally obtain the formula (we assume that Σ contains only the function
symbol a, b, f ):
F ′′ ≡ (∀v1, v2)(u ≈ f (v1, v2) ∨ (v2 ≈ v1 ∧ ¬Q(v1))) ∧ u ≈ a ∧ u ≈ b.
The reader can check that F ′′ is Σ -equivalent to F .
The following lemma states that the procedure ∃ -Elimination is correct and terminating.
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Lemma 3.2. Let F be an elementary formula.
• ∃-Elimination terminates on F.
• ∃-Elimination(F) is Σ -equivalent to F and does not contain any existential
quantifier.
Proof.
• Termination. The principle of the proof is classical. We exhibit a measure size(F) on
elementary formulae such that size(F) decreases strictly at each inductive step.
– For any set of variablesX and for any equation x ≈ t , sizeX (x ≈ t) denotes the
number of positions in t such that t|p ∈ X .
– For any conjunction of equations (∧ni=1 xi ≈ ti ), we define sizeX (
∧n
i=1 xi ≈
ti ) =def sizeX (x1 ≈ t1)+ · · · + sizeX (xn ≈ tn).
– For any elementary formula F ≡ (∃y1, . . . , yn)[ ≈ ∨ R], we define
size(F) =def size{x1,...,xn}( ≈ ).
Roughly speaking, size(F) denotes the number of positions p in terms t in such
that t|p contains an existential variable. Then, we show that size(F) decreases strictly
at each inductive call to the procedure ∃-Elimination.
If Var( ) is empty then the procedure necessarily terminates. Else ≈ must be
of the form x ≈ t∧ ′ ≈ ′, where t contains at least one variable yi for i ∈ [1 . . .n].
We need to distinguish two cases.
– Either the term t is a variable yi . In this case the procedure is called with the
formula F ′ = (∃y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn)[ ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R]{yi → x}. We have
size(F ′) < size(F), since an equation containing an existential variable is
removed and no new existential quantifiers are introduced.
– Or t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tm). Then ∃-Elimination is called on the formula F ′ ≡
(∃y1, . . . , ym)∧mi=1 vi ≈ ti ∧ ′ ≈ ∧ R. Therefore, an equation x ≈
f (t1, . . . , tm) is removed and replaced by m equations vi ≈ ti (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
We have
∑m
i=1 size{x1,...,xn}(vi ≈ ti ) < size{x1,...,xn}(x ≈ f (t1, . . . , tn)) hence
size(F ′) < size(F).
• Soundness. We show, by induction on size, that ∃-Elimination(F) does not contain
any existential quantifier and is Σ -equivalent to F . We have to distinguish several
cases.
1. If contains no variable, the proof is trivial, indeed, in this case R must
be ground, hence the formula contains no existential variables. Moreover by
definition, we must have ∃-Elimination(F) = F .
2. Otherwise, ≈ must contain an equation of the form x ≈ t , where t
contains a variable yi . ≈ is of the form x ≈ t ∧ ′ ≈ ′. Let′ =def (y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn).
(a) If t ≡ yi , then ∃-Elimination(F) = ∃-Elimination((∃y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1,
yn)[ ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R]{yi → x}). By induction hypothesis, ∃-Elimination(F)
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cannot contain any existential quantifier and must be Σ -equivalent to the
formula
(∃y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn)[ ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R]{yi → x}.
We have [(∃ ) ≈ ∧ R] ≡Σ [(∃ ′)(∃yi )x ≈ yi ∧ ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R] ≡
[(∃ ′)( ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R){yi → x}]. Hence ∃-Elimination(F) ≡Σ F .
(b) Otherwise, we must have t = f (t1, . . . , tn). We must have ∃-Elimina-
tion(F) = (∀v1, . . . , vm)(x ≈ f (v1, . . . , vm) ∨ ∃-Elimination(F ′)) ∧∧
g∈Σ , f =g,l=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vl )x ≈ g(z1, . . . , zl)where F ′ = (∃y1, . . . , yn)∧m
i=1 vi ≈ ti ∧ ′ ≈ ∧ R.
By induction hypothesis, ∃-Elimination(F ′) does not contain any existential
quantifier and is Σ -equivalent to F ′.
Since the formula
∧
g∈Σ ,a(g)=m(∀z1, . . . , zm)x ≈ g(z1, . . . , zm) must be
false in any Σ -interpretation, we have:
[(∃ ) ≈ ∧ R]
≡Σ [
∧
g∈Σ ,m=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vm)x ≈ g(v1, . . . , vm)]
∨[(∃ ) ≈ ∧ R]
≡Σ
∧
g∈Σ ,m=a(g)[(∀v1, . . . , vm)x ≈ g(v1, . . . , vm)
∨(∃ ) ≈ ∧ R]
≡Σ [
∧
g∈Σ ,g = f,m=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vm)x ≈ g(v1, . . . , vm )]
∧[(∀v1, . . . , vn)x ≈ f (v1, . . . , vn) ∨ [(∃ ) f (v1, . . . , vn)
≈ t ∧ ′ ≈ ′ ∧ R]].
Indeed, we have (x ≈ t) ∨ R ≡Σ (x ≈ t) ∨ R{x → t}. By
decomposition, f (v1, . . . , vn) ≈ t is equivalent to v1 ≈ t1 ∧ v2 ≈
t2 ∧ · · · ∧ vn ≈ tn . Hence F is equivalent to (∀v1, . . . , vm)x ≈
f (v1, . . . , vm ) ∨ F ′ ∧ ∧g∈Σ , f =g,l=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vl )x ≈ g(z1, . . . , zl).
Hence to (∀v1, . . . , vm)x ≈ f (v1, . . . , vm) ∨ ∃-Elimination(F ′) ∧∧
g∈Σ , f =g,l=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vl )x ≈ g(z1, . . . , zl).
Moreover,
∧
g∈Σ ,g = f,m=a(g)(∀v1, . . . , vm)x ≈ g(z1, . . . , zm) contains
no existential quantifier, hence ∃-Elimination(F) does not contain any
existential quantifier. 
Definition 3.4. A formula F in negative normal form is said to be admissible iff any
existential quantifier occurring in F occurs in an elementary subformula in F .
The procedure ∃-Elimination may be extended to admissible formula F as follows:
Definition 3.5. For any admissible formula F , ∃-Elimination(F) denotes the formula
obtained from F by replacing each elementary subformula G occurring in F by the formula
∃-Elimination(G).
Remark. It is clear that for any admissible formula F , ∃-Elimination(F) is Σ -equivalent
to F and does not contain any existential quantifier.
Notation 3. For any formula F , we denote by nnf(F) the negative normal form of F .
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For any formula F not containing any existential quantifier, we denote by clause(S) a
clausal form of F .
Remark. Any transformation can be used, provided that it preserves logical equivalence,
i.e. we must have, for any interpretation I, F ≡I clause(F) (this is possible since F does
not contain any existential quantifier).
Lemma 3.3. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<). nnf(FS) is admissible.
Proof. It suffices to show that all the formulae nnf(FP ) (P ∈ Ω ) are admissible.
By definition FP is of the form
FP = (∀ P)P( P)⇔ DP
where DP =∨P( i )←¬Ri∈SP (∃ i ) P ≈ i ∧ ¬Ri and i ≈ Var(P( i )← ¬Ri ).
Therefore, the only existential quantifier occurring in nnf(FP ) must occur in a formula
of the form (∃ i ) P ≈ i ∧¬Ri where the variables in P are distinct from the variables
in i and where any variable occurring in¬Ri or i occurs in i . Moreover, due to condition
(C<) we must have Var(¬Ri ) ⊆ Var( i ) (since the head of the clause must contain all the
variables occurring in the clause). Hence (∃ i ) P ≈ i ∧ ¬Ri is elementary.
Therefore, nnf(FP ) must be admissible. 
We now define the following function M< mapping any set of clauses satisfying
condition (C<) into a set of clausesM<(S) representing a model of S.
Definition 3.6. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<). We define:
M<(S) =def clause(∃-Elimination(nnf(FS))).
The following theorem, stating the soundness of the functionM<, is the main result of
this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<). M<(S) has only one
Σ -model M. Moreover M  S.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.1–3.3. 
Notation 4. For any set of clauses S satisfying condition (C<), we denote by Model(S)
the unique Herbrand model ofM<(S).
Below are some examples of the transformation process. The first one illustrates the






P(x) ∨ R(x) ∨ ¬Z( f (x, a)) P( f (x, x))∨ ¬P(x)
¬R(a) Z( f (a, a))
P(b).
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We use the lexicographic recursive path ordering with P > R > Z > f > g > a > b.
We have:
• FP ≡ P(u)⇔ ((∃x)u ≈ x∧¬R(x)∧ Z( f (x, a))∨((∃x)u ≈ f (x, x)∧P(x)∨u ≈
b)).
• FR ≡ R(u)⇔⊥.
• FZ ≡ Z(u)⇔ u ≈ f (a, a).




P(x) ∨ R(x) ∨ ¬Z( f (x, a)) P( f (x, x)) ∨ ¬P(x)
¬R(x) Z( f (a, a))
¬Z(x) ∨ x ≈ f (a, a)
P(b) ¬P( f (x, x)) ∨ ¬R( f (x, x)) ∨ P(x)
¬P( f (x, x)) ∨ Z( f ( f (x, x), a)) ∨ P(x) ¬P(a) ∨ ¬R(a)
¬P(a) ∨ Z( f (a, a)) ¬P( f (x, y)) ∨ ¬R( f (x, y)) ∨ x ≈ y
¬P( f (x, y)) ∨ Z( f ( f (x, y), a)) ∨ x ≈ y.
Example 11. C<1 is not satisfied.
{P( f (x))∨ ¬P(x), P(a), R(x) ∨ ¬P(y)}.
Let R > P . We can construct the interpretation of P as follows: {P( f (x)) ∨
¬P(x),¬P( f (x)) ∨ P(x), P(a)}.
FR is: R(u) ⇔ (∃x, y)x ≈ u ∧ P(y) i.e. R(u) ⇔ (∃y)P(y). This formula cannot
be transformed into a set of clauses by applying equational formula transformation rules.
Indeed, in order to eliminate the existential quantifier, we would have to take into account
the interpretation of P which is undecidable in general.
Example 12. < is not well-founded. Consider the set of clauses {P(x)∨ ¬P( f (x))}. Let
Σ = {a, f }, a constant symbol. Assume that we use the (non-well-founded) ordering
defined by: P( f n(a)) < P( f m(a)) iff n > m. Then P(x) would be the “head” of the first
clause and we would obtain, by applying our transformation: {P(x)∨¬P( f (x)),¬P(x)∨
P( f (x))}. This set of clauses has exactly two Herbrand models (P is either always false
or always true).
On the contrary, if we use the (well-founded) ordering: P( f n(a)) < P( f m(a)) iff
n < m, then we simply obtain the set of clauses {¬P(x)} (i.e. P is always false).
Notice that if S = {P(x)∨ P( f (x)),¬P(x)∨¬P( f (x))} then the obtained clause set
(with the same ordering) is {¬P(a)} ∪ S.
4. Evaluation of atoms and clauses
In this section, we show how to evaluate atoms in the interpretations represented by sets
of clauses. Since the clause sets may contain the equality predicate (even if the initial set of
clauses does not contain equality), one has to take into account the particular interpretation
of = into Σ -interpretations. This is done by considering the following set of clauses S=
which defines the syntactic equality on a given domain H (Σ ).
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Notation 5. We denote by S= the set containing the following clauses:
S=(1) (∀x)x ≈ x
S=(2) (∀x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn)xi ≈ yi ∨ f (x1, . . . , xn) ≈ f (y1, . . . , yn)
(for all f ∈ Σ , n = a( f ), i ∈ [1 . . .n])
S=(3) f (x1, . . . , xn) ≈ g(y1, . . . , ym)( f ≈ g).
Lemma 4.1. For any set of clauses S, S ∪ {S=} is consistent iff S has a Σ -model.
Proof. Assume that S ∪ {S=} has a model M. Let M′ be the Σ -interpretation defined as
follows: for any ground non-equational atom A,M′  A iffM  A.
We shall show thatM′ is a Σ -model of S.
Assume that M′  S. Then, since the domain of M′ is H (Σ ), this means that there
exists a clause C ∈ S and a substitution σ such that M′  Cσ . Since M is a model of S
we have M  Cσ . Therefore there exists a ground literal L ∈ Cσ such that M  L and
M′  L. By definition of M′ this is possible only if L is an equational literal. Since M′
is a Σ -interpretation, andM′  L L must be either of the form t ≈ t for some term t or of
the form t ≈ s where t and s are distinct ground terms.
Since M  S= then M  (∀x)(x ≈ x), hence L must be of the form t ≈ s where
t = s.
By induction on the size of t ≈ s we show that S=  (t ≈ s) for all pairs of distinct
ground terms (t, s).
By definition of H (Σ ), t and s must be respectively of the form t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn) and
s = g(s1, . . . , sm). If f = g, then due to formula S=(3) we must have S=  t ≈ s.
If f = g, we have n = m. Since t ≡ s there exists i such that ti ≡ si . By induction
hypothesis, we have S=  (ti ≈ si ). Then, by using clause S=(2), we deduce that
S=  t ≈ s.
Hence, we must haveM  t ≈ s, which is impossible sinceM  L.
Conversely, assume that S has a Σ -modelM. It is clear that any Σ interpretation must
validate S= henceM must be a model of S ∪ S=. 
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a set of clauses having exactly oneΣ -model. Let C be a clause (on
the signatureΩ ,Σ ). Then C is true in the Σ -model of S iff the set of clauses S∪{C}∪{S=}
is consistent.
Proof. LetM be the (unique) Σ -model of S. If C is true in M, thenM  S ∪ {C} hence
S ∪ {C} has a Σ -model. Therefore, S ∪ {C} ∪ {S=} is consistent (by Lemma 4.1).
Conversely, since S ∪ {C} ∪ {S=} is consistent, by Lemma 4.1, it must have a Σ -model
M′. SinceM′  S we must haveM =M′ henceM  C . 
Corollary 4.1. Let S be a set of clauses having exactly one Herbrand modelM and L be
a ground atom. The problem of checking whetherM  L is decidable.
Proof. Immediate since either S ∪ {L} or S ∪ {¬L} is unsatisfiable. 
According to Theorem 4.1, in order to evaluate a clause in the model represented
by a set of clauses, it suffices to use a standard theorem prover to check whether the
clause is consistent with the clause set enriched by the set of clause S=. This provides
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us with a semi-decision procedure for the clausal co-evaluation problem (i.e. the problem
of finding an instance of the clause that is false in the considered interpretation). Moreover,
the evaluation of ground atoms in the model thus represented is decidable. However the
evaluation of first-order formulae (or even of clauses) is an undecidable problem in general.
5. Transformation into tree automata
From now, we restrict ourselves to a particular class of clause sets (still satisfying
condition (C<)) and we show that—in this particular case—the model built using the
techniques described in Section 3 is representable by an automaton on tuple of terms.
Remark. Only the particular case of monadic formulae was considered in Peltier (2000).
Moreover, the class of automata was restricted to automata built on terms rather than on
tuples of terms. The basic principles of the construction of the tree automaton given in
the present paper is roughly similar to the one in Peltier (2000), but technically much
more involved, due to the extension on non-monadic predicates. On the other hand, the
expressive power of the representation formalism and the scope of the proposed techniques
is consequently greatly increased. In particular, infinite models can be represented as well
as finite ones.
Remark. The transformation into tree automata given in the present section has an
important theoretical and practical consequence: it means that the evaluation of arbitrary
(function-free) formulae in the considered models is decidable, since it can be reduced
to the emptiness problem (due to stability w.r.t. intersection, union, complement and
projection) for tree automata, which is decidable for the class of automata considered here.
This clearly increases the scope of the presented results, since the evaluation of the ground
atom is not sufficient for all applications of model building (one often has to evaluate
formulae or clauses).
5.1. Finite tree automata
We consider indeterministic automata defined on tuples of trees. In contrast to standard
tree automata, that are well-known to be exactly equivalent to finite models (see for
example Ge´cseg and Steinby, 1984), automata on tuples of trees may denote essentially
infinite models. In order to make this paper self-contained, we need to recall some
basic definitions and properties of tree automata. The interested reader may consult
Ge´cseg and Steinby (1984) or Comon et al. (1997) for more details.
From now, we assume a given special symbol  (not occurring in the clause set) of
arity 0.
In order to simplify notations, we extend the definition of the term t|p (denoting the term
occurring at position p in t , see Section 2) to the case in which p is not a position p by the
following relation:
tp =def  iff p is not a position in the term t .
Example 13. We have: f (a, b)|3 = , f (a, b)|11 = , . . ..
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As in Comon et al. (1997), we consider terms built on the new signature Σ n where
each symbol ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ Σ n is of arity MΣ , excepted the symbol (, . . . ,) which
is of arity 0. We recall MΩ and MΣ denote the maximal arity of elements in Ω and Σ
respectively, see Section 2.
The following definition shows how to encode sets of tuples of trees defined on Σ by
sets of trees defined on the signature Σ n (the reader may see Comon et al., 1997 for more
details about this coding).
Definition 5.1. Let MΣ = max{a( f )/ f ∈ Σ }. The function (t1, . . . , tn) → [(t1, . . . , tn)]
is a mapping from (H (Σ ) ∪ )n into H (Σ n) inductively defined as follows.
• [, . . . ,] =def (, . . . ,).
• [ f1( 1), . . . , fn( n)] =def ( f1, . . . , fn)([ 1|1, . . . , n|1], . . . , [ 1|MΣ , . . . , n|MΣ ]).
Example 14. Let t1 = f (a, g(c)) and t2 = g(d). Assume that MΣ = 2. We have:
[(t1, t2)] = ( f, g)((a, d)((,), (,)), (g, d)((c,)((,), (,)), (,))).
We define the algebra of state expressions as follows.
Definition 5.2. Let S be an (infinite) set of states. The set of state expressions is the least
set such that:
• any s ∈ S is a state expression;
•  and ⊥ are state expressions;
• if s1, s2 are two state expressions then s1 ∪ s2, s1 ∩ s2, ¬s are state expressions.
Definition 5.3. Let n be a natural number. An extended tree n-automaton A is a set of
production rules of the form T → s where s ∈ S and T is of the form f (s1, . . . , sn) where
f ∈ Σ n and (s1, . . . , sn) are state expressions.
Throughout this paper, the term “automaton” will generally denote an extended tree
MΩ -automaton, unless otherwise specified.
Definition 5.4. Let A be an automaton. For any term of the form t ≡ [t1, . . . , tn] and for
any state expression s, we note t →A s iff one of the following conditions holds:
1. Either s ∈ S and there exists a rule f (s1, . . . , sn) → s ∈ ρ; such that ∀i ∈
[1 . . .n] · ti →A si and t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn);
2. Or s = ;
3. Or s is of the form s1 ∪ s2 and there exists i ∈ {1, 2} such that t →A si ;
4. Or s is of the form s1 ∩ s2 and for all i ∈ {1, 2}, t →A si ;
5. Or s is of the form ¬s′ and we do not have t →A s′.
Definition 5.5. An automatonA is said to be on a set of symbols S iff S is the set of state
symbols occurring in A. Two tree automata A and A′ are said to be S-equivalent iff for
any state expression s ∈ S and for any term t ∈ H (Σ ) we have
t →A s iff t →A′ s.
Remark. The reader should notice that the definition of tree automata given in this paper is
slightly more general than the usual one (see for example Comon et al., 1997), because we
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allow for the occurrence of complex state expressions in the left-hand side of the production
rules (instead of state symbols only). This extension will greatly simplify the description
of the procedure Aut given in Section 5.3.5. However, it is easy to see that this extension
does not increase the expressive power of tree automata, due to the fact that the class of tree
automata is stable by intersection, union and complement. For the sake of completeness,
an algorithm transforming any extended tree automaton into an equivalent standard one is
provided in Appendix A.





f (s1 ∩ s2)→ s3
f (s1 ∪ s2)→ s4.
The set of terms t such that t →A s1 is the set of even numbers i.e. the set {succ2×n(0) |
n is a natural number}. Similarly, the set of terms t such that t →A s2 is the set of odd
numbers i.e. the set {succ2×n+1(0) | n is a natural number}. s3 denotes the set of terms
f (t) where t is both even and odd, i.e. the empty set. s4 denotes the set of terms of the
form f (t) where t is a natural number (i.e. t = succn(0)).
5.2. Restricting the class of considered clause sets
We need to introduce a few definitions.
Definition 5.6. A formula (resp. a clause) F is said to be regular iff there exists a function
ψF mapping each atom A occurring in F to a natural number in {1, 2} and a function φF
mapping each variable x occurring in F to an integer φF (x) such that for all atoms A and
for all positions p such that A|p is a variable we have:
|p| = ψF (A)− φF (x)
ψF (A) and φF (x) are called the degree of A and x w.r.t. F .
A set of clauses S is said to be regular iff any clause C ∈ S is regular.
Remark. The reader should note that this definition implies in particular that variables
occur at a depth of at most 2. Indeed, for any variable x occurring at position p in an atom
A in F we must have |p| ≤ ψF (A) ≤ 2.
Example 16. The clause C ≡ P(x) ∨ P( f (x)) ∨ ¬Q(g(x), u) is regular. The degree of
the atoms P(x), P( f (x)), Q(g(x), u) are 1, 2 and 2 respectively. The degree of x and u
are 0, 1 respectively.
On the other hand, the clause C ′ ≡ P(x, f (y)) ∨ ¬P(x, y) is non-regular. Indeed,
since x occurs at depth 1 in P(x, f (y)) and ¬P(x, y) we must have ψC (P(x, y)) =
ψC (P(x, f (y))). But this is impossible since y occurs at different depths in P(x, y) and
P(x, f (y)).
P( f (g(x), u)) is non-regular since this literal must be of degree at least 3.
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Note that Definition 5.6 does not imply that the functions ψF and φF are unique.
However, it guarantees the existence of (at least) two functions having the given properties.
In the following, when we speak of “the” functions φF and ψF we simply refer to
arbitrarily chosen functions satisfying the property of Definition 5.6. Of course, the degree
depends on the choice of φF and ψF but this does not matter.
Definition 5.7. Let C be a clause and let x be a variable. We denote by rank(x,C) the set
of integers i such that x is the i th argument of a term occurring in C .
Example 17. Let C = P(y, g(x), x) ∨ Q(a, f (y, x)). We have rank(x,C) = {1, 2} and
rank(y,C) = {1}.
Definition 5.8. A regular clause C is said to be decomposable iff it satisfies the following
conditions.
• For any variable x and for any clause C , the set rank(x,C) contains at most one
element. The unique element i such that rank(x,C) = {i} is called the rank of x
in C .
• For any atom A of degree 1 occurring in a clause C ∈ S, all variables occurring in A
must be of the same rank.
Example 18. The clause P(x, y) ∨ ¬Q(a, u, z) ∨ R( f (x, z), g(y, u)) is decomposable.
The ranks of x, y, u, z are 1, 1, 2, 2 respectively.
On the other hand, the clauses C1 ≡ P(x, y) ∨ P( f (x, y), u) and C2 ≡ P(x) ∨
P( f (x, u), f (u, x)) are not decomposable. Indeed, we have rank(x,C1) = 1 and
rank(y,C1) = 2 which contradicts the definition since x, y occur in the same atom P(x, y)
of degree 1, and rank(x,C2) = {1, 2}.
Definition 5.9. A set of non-equational clauses S is said to satisfy condition (C<aut) iff the
following conditions hold.
1. S satisfies C<.
2. Any atom in C is linear.
3. Any clause C ∈ S is regular.
4. The head of any clause C in S is of degree 2.
5. Any clause in C ∈ S is decomposable.
Remark. Given a set of clauses S, checking whether S satisfies (C<aut) or not is clearly
decidable (if we replace condition (C<3) by the stronger condition “S is saturated w.r.t.
<-resolution and subsumption”, see Section 3 for details).
5.3. The algorithm
Now we present the transformation algorithm. For the sake of clarity, it will be presented
as follows: we first describe a set of rules, operating on sets of clauses. Then, we show that
the clause sets that are in normal form w.r.t. these rules satisfy some particular properties,
allowing to transform them into extended automata.
Remark. In order to facilitate the reading of this section, some of the proofs are given in
the Appendix.
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5.3.1. The explosion rule
We define the following rule, operating on sets of clauses. It aims at eliminating all the
variables of degree 1. To this purpose, we instantiate these variables by terms of the form
f (x1, . . . , xn), where f is a function symbol and x1, . . . , xn are variables of degree 0.
The Explosion rule:
S ∪ {C}
S ∪⋃ f ∈Σ ,a( f )=n C{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)}
where x1, . . . , xMΣ are pairwise distinct variables not occurring in C , x is a variable of
degree strictly greater than 0.
Lemma 5.1. Let S be a set of regular clauses.
• Any set of clauses S′ obtained from S by applying the Explosion rule is regular.
• The Explosion rule terminates on S.
Proof. See Appendix C. 
For any set of clauses S, we denote by Expl(S) an arbitrary chosen normal form of S
w.r.t. the Explosion rule. By irreducibility, w.r.t. the Explosion rule, any variable occurring
in Expl(S) must be of degree 0.
Example 19. Let C be the following clause: P(x, f (y))← (R(x)∧ P(x, f (y))∧ Q(y))
P(x, f (y)) is of degree 2 and x is of degree 1 here. y is of degree 0.
Assume thatΣ contains three function symbols a, f, g of arity 0, 1, 2 respectively. Then
the Explosion rule produces the clauses:
P(a, f (y))← (R(a) ∧ P(a, f (y)) ∧ Q(y))
P( f (x ′), f (y))← (R( f (x ′)) ∧ P( f (x ′), f (y)) ∧ Q(y))
P(g(x ′, x ′′), f (y))← (R(g(x ′, x ′′)) ∧ P(g(x ′, x ′′), f (y)) ∧ Q(y)).
Note that all the remaining variables x ′, x ′′, y are of degree 0.
Remark. It is immediate to see that Expl preserves condition (C<).
5.3.2. The unfolding rule
We now introduce the following Unfolding rule. Its goal is to eliminate the atoms of
degree 2 occurring in the body of the clause by replacing them by their definition according
to the <-completion of the considered clause set. This rule is parametrized by a set of
clauses satisfying condition (C<aut).
The S-Unfolding rule.
S′ ∪ {A ← B[L]p}
S′ ∪ cnf(¬B[∨ni=1 Biσi ]p ∨ A)
where: S is a set of clauses satisfying (C<aut), L is of degree 2, {Ai ← Bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is
the set of clauses in S whose head matches L, σi is a substitution such that L ≡ Aiσi .
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Remark. The reader should note that the formula ¬B[∨ni=1 Biσi ]p ∨ A is not necessary
in clausal form (though it may not contain any quantifier). This explains why we have to
apply the cnf transformation in order to put this formula into clausal form.
Lemma 5.2. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<aut). Let S1 be a set of regular
clauses containing only variables of degree 0.
• If a set of clauses S2 is obtained from S1 by S-Unfolding, then S2 is regular and
contains only variables of degree 0.
• The S-Unfolding rule terminates on S1.
Proof. See Appendix D. 
For any pair of sets of clauses (S, S′), we denote by UnfoldS(S′) an arbitrary chosen
normal form of S′ w.r.t. the S-Unfolding rule. By irreducibility w.r.t. the Unfolding rule,
any atom A occurring in the body of a clause in UnfoldS(S′) must be of degree 1.
Remark. It is immediate to see that the Unfolding rule preserves conditions (C<1) and
(C<2).
Example 20. Let S be the following set of clauses (on the signature Σ = {a, f }):
P( f (x))← (¬Q( f (x)) ∧ P(x))
Q( f (x))← Q(x) ∧ R(x)
Q(a)←.
Here Q( f (x)) occurs in the body of the first clause and is of degree 2. We apply the
Unfolding rule on this literal. We obtain the clause set:
P( f (x))← (¬Q(x) ∧ P(x))
P( f (x))← (¬R(x) ∧ P(x))
Q( f (x))← (Q(x) ∧ R(x))
Q(a)←.
Q( f (x)) has been replaced by Q(x)∧R(x) (since Q( f (x)) is equivalent to Q(x)∧R(x)
in the interpretation Model(S)) and the corresponding formula is transformed into cnf.
5.3.3. Elimination of ground terms
We now show how to eliminate the ground terms occurring in the head of the clauses.
To this purpose, we define the following rule.
Elimination of ground terms.
S ∪ {A[t]p ← B}
S ∪ {A[x]p ← (B ∧ Tt (x)), Tt (t)}
where: t is ground, |p| = 2, x is a variable not occurring in A ← B and Tt is a new
predicate symbol.
Lemma 5.3. Let S be a set of regular clauses, such that S does not contain any variable
of degree greater than 0 and such that any atom occurring in the body of a clause in S is
of degree 1.
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• For any set of clauses S′ obtained from S by applying the Elimination of ground
terms rule, S′ is regular. Moreover, any variable occurring in S is of degree 0 and
any atom occurring in the head of a clause in S′ is of degree 1.
• The Elimination of ground terms terminates on S.
Proof. See Appendix E. 
For any set of clauses S, we denote by Eg(S) an arbitrary chosen normal form of S w.r.t.
the Elimination of ground terms rule.
Remark. It is immediate to see that the Elimination of ground terms rule preserves
conditions (C<1) and (C<2).
Example 21. Let us apply the Elimination of ground terms rule on the clause P( f (a)).
We obtain:
P( f (x))← P ′(x)
P ′(a)←
where P ′ is a new predicate symbol. Note that S does not contain any ground term at a
position of length 2.
5.3.4. The instantiation rule
Finally, we define the following rule, allowing to instantiate some of the variables
occurring in the clauses. The purpose of this rule is to obtain some restricted copies of some
of the clauses. During the construction of the automaton (see the definition of the procedure
Aut) these clauses will produce production rules corresponding to the intersection of the
interpretation of a predicate P with a relation of the form {(x1, . . . , xn) | ∀ j ∈ I, x j ≈ t j }i
where I is a subset of [1 . . .n] and for all j ∈ I , t j denotes a ground term.
Instantiation.
S ∪ {A ← B}
S ∪ {A ← B} ∪ {Aσ ← Bσ }
where: A′ is a literal of degree 1 occurring in B or in the body of a clause in S, σ is a m.g.u.
of A′ and B .
Lemma 5.4. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<aut). The Instantiation rule
terminates on Eg(UnfoldS((Expl(S)))).
Proof. See Appendix F. 
For any set of clauses S we denote by Instance(S) an arbitrary chosen normal form of
S w.r.t. the Instantiation rule.
Remark. It is immediate to see that the Instantiation rule preserves conditions (C<1) and
(C<2).
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Example 22. Let S be the set of clauses:
P( f (x))← R( f (a), x)
R( f (x), f (y))← R(x, y)
R(a, a)←.
We apply the Instantiation rule of S. We get:
P( f (x))← R( f (a), x)
R( f (x), f (y))← R(x, y)
R(a, a)←
R( f (a), f (y))← R(a, y)
R(a, a)←.
5.3.5. Extracting tree automata
We now describe the final step of the transformation algorithm. The following definition
and lemmas state some crucial properties of sets of clauses obtained after application of
the rules defined in the previous sections.
Definition 5.10. A context is a pair of the form (P(t1, . . . , tn), (x1, . . . , xMΩ )) where
t1, . . . , tn are either ground terms or variables in {x1, . . . , xMΩ }.
For any context C ≡ (L, (x1, . . . , xMΩ )) and for any MΩ -vector of terms
(s1, . . . , sMΣ ), we denote by C(s1, . . . , sMΣ ) the term
L{xi → si | i ∈ [1 . . . MΣ ]}.
Remark. A context is an extension of predicate symbols. It may also be seen as a higher-
order term, i.e. the context (F, ) is equivalent to (λ )F .
Example 23. Q ≡ (P(y, x, f (a)), (x, y)) is a context. Q(b, c) denotes the atom
P(c, b, f (a)).
Lemma 5.5. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<aut). Any clause in
Instance(Eg(UnfoldS(Expl(S)))) is of the form:
Q( f1( 1), . . . , fn( n))←
m∧
i=1
Qi ( i )
where: Q, Q1, . . . , Qm are contexts and i , j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) are vectors of
variables.
Proof. See Appendix G. 
Lemma 5.6. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition (C<aut). Instance(Eg(UnfoldS
((Expl(S))))) is decomposable.
Proof. It suffices to show that the Explosion, Unfolding, Elimination of ground terms
and Instantiation rules preserve decomposability.
• Explosion. Let C ′ ≡ C{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)} be a clause obtained from C by
Explosion. The rank of the variables occurring in C is not affected. Moreover,
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for any new variable xi added into the clause, we must have rank(x,C ′) = {i}.
Moreover, since only variables of degree 2 are instantiated, the atoms of degree 1 are
not affected. Hence C ′ is decomposable.
• Unfolding. Let A ← B ′ be a clause deduced from S′ ∪ {A ← B[L]p} by the
S-Unfolding rule. Let Ai ← Bi be the corresponding clause in S and σ be the
substitution such that L = Aiσi . Assume that there exists a variable x in A ← B ′
such that rank(x, A ← B ′) contains two elements i, j . Since A ← B[L]p and
Ai ← Bi are decomposable, this implies there exists a variable y such that σ(y) = x
and rank(x, A ← B) = rank(y, Ai ← Bi ). But since L = Aiσi we must
have rank(x, A ← B) ∩ rank(y, Ai ← Bi ) = ∅ hence (since both clauses are
decomposable) rank(x, A ← B) = rank(y, Ai ← Bi ). But this is impossible since
Ai ← Bi is decomposable.
Now, let A′ be an atom of degree 1 in B ′. Let x, y be two variables occurring in
A′. If A′ occurs in A ← B then x and y must be of the same rank since A ← B
is decomposable. Otherwise, A′ must be of the form A′′σi where A′′ occurs in Bi .
Since Ai ← Bi is decomposable, all variables in A′′ are of same rank. Therefore,
since any variable must be instantiated by variables of the same rank, x and y must
be of the same rank.
• Elimination of ground terms. Let C ′ be a clause deduced from C by the Elimination
of ground terms rule. C is either of the form Tt (t) where t is ground or of the
form ¬Tt (x) ∨ C ′′ where C ′′ is obtained from C by replacing an occurrence of a
ground term t by x . Tt (t) is decomposable since it contains no variable. Moreover,
it is clear that the ranks of the variables occurring in C are not affected. Finally, the
new variable must have a unique rank since it occurs only once in the clause.
• Instantiation. This is immediate since variables are instantiated by ground terms
only. 
We need to introduce a few definitions and notations.
Definition 5.11. A first-order formula F is said to be decomposed iff it does not contain
any quantifier and if all atoms in F are of the form P(x1, . . . , xn) where P is a context and
x1, . . . , xn are variables.
Definition 5.12. We denote by st( ) a function mapping all contexts P to state symbols
s ∈ S satisfying the following condition: for any pair of contexts (P, P ′), we have
st(P) = st(P ′) iff P and P ′ are identical modulo the renaming of some variables.
The function st( ) may be extended to a function from the set of pairs
(F, (x1, . . . , xMΩ )) to S, where F is a decomposed formula such that Var(F) ⊆
{x1, . . . , xMΩ } as follows:
• st((F ∨ G), (x1, . . . , xMΣ )) =def st((F)(x1, . . . , xMΣ )) ∪ st((G, (x1, . . . , xMΣ ))).
• st((F ∧ G), (x1, . . . , xMΣ )) =def st((F, (x1, . . . , xMΣ ))) ∩ st(G, (x1, . . . , xMΣ )).
• st((¬F, (x1, . . . , xMΣ ))) =def ¬st((F, (x1, . . . , xMΣ ))).
Remark. The reader should note that st((F, )) is defined in such a way that if for any
atomic formula F , st((F, )) denotes the set of tuples such that F{ → } is true then
this property also holds for any formula F .
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Fig. 1. Final step: the procedure Aut.
Notation 6. Let A ← B be a decomposable clause. We denote by B[i ] the conjunction of
literals whose atom is of rank i in A ← B (in particular B[i ] ≡  if there is no atom of
rank i in B).
Remark. Since A ← B is decomposable, we must have: B ≡∧MΣi=1 B[i ]. Moreover, B[i ]
must be decomposed.
We now define the procedure Aut (see Fig. 1).
Theorem 5.1 shows that Aut(S) may be seen as a representation of the interpretation
Model(S).
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Let (S, S′) be a pair of sets of clauses satisfying (C<aut). Let S′′ be a set of
clauses deduced from S′ by applying the S-Unfolding rule. Let A′ be a ground atom. The
assertion “there exists a clause A ← B ∈ S′ and a substitution σ such that Aσ ≡ A′ and
Model(S)  Bσ” is true iff there exists a clause A ← B ′ ∈ S′′ and a substitution σ such
that Aσ ≡ A′ and Model(S)  B ′σ .
Proof. By definition S′′ is of the form S′\{A ← B[L]p} ∪ {cnf(¬B[∨ni=1 Biσi ]p ∨ A)}.
Therefore, it suffices to prove that {cnf(¬B[∨ni=1 Biσi ]p ∨ A)} has the same truth value in
Model(S) as the clause A ← B[L]p, hence that Model(S)  (L ⇔∨ni=1 Biσi ).
By definition of Model(S), for any ground substitution σ of the variables of L,
Model(S)  Lσ iff there exists a clause (A′ ← B ′) ∈ S and a substitution σ such that
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A′σ = Lσ and Model(S)  B ′σ , i.e. iff there exists a substitution σ ′ and a m.g.u. θ of A′
and L such that Lσ is an instance of Lθ and Model(S)  B ′σ .
Since L is of degree 2 and all variables are of degree 0, all variables occurring in L
must occur at depth 2. Moreover, any variable occurring in A′ occurs at depth at most 2.
Therefore, any m.g.u. θ of L and A′ must be of the form {xi → ti | i ∈ [1 . . .n]} where
{x1, . . . , xn} is the set of variables occurring in L and t1, . . . , tn are subterms of A′. Hence
Lθ ≡ A′ and Model(S)  (L ⇔∨ni=1 Biσi ). 
Theorem 5.1. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition C<aut. Then Aut(S) terminates.
Moreover, for all ground atoms P(t1, . . . , tn) we have:
Model(S)  P(t1, . . . , tn) iff [(t1, . . . , tn)] →Aut(S) st(P).
Proof. The termination of the procedure is immediate from Lemmas 3.2, 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4.
We will prove that, more generally, for all tuples of distinct variables (x1, . . . , xMΩ )
and for all decomposed formulae F such that Var(F) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xMΩ }, we must have:
Model(S)  F{xi → ti | i ∈ [1 . . . MΩ ]} iff [(t1, . . . , tn)] →Aut(S) st((F, (x1, . . . , xn))).
We firstly prove that for any predicate Tt occurring in S we must have
[(t1, . . . , tMΩ )] →Aut(S) st(Tt ) iff t1 ≡ t . The proof is by induction on t . Assume that
this property holds for all subterms s of t . By definition of the Elimination of ground
terms rule, Eg(UnfoldS(ExplS)) must contain a clause of the form Tt (t). t is of the form
f (t1, . . . , tn). By irreducibility w.r.t. the Elimination of ground terms rule it must contain
a clause of the form Tt ( f (x1, . . . , xn)) ← ∧ni=1 Tti (xi ). Hence A must contain a rule
( f, f1, . . . , fMΩ−1)(st(Tt1), . . . , st(Ttn)) → s for each ( f1, . . . , fMΩ−1) ∈ ΣMΣ−1. By
induction hypothesis, we have for all ground terms s, s →Aut(S) st(Tti ) iff s|1 ≡ ti . Hence,
we must have: [(t1, . . . , tMΩ )] →Aut(S) st(Tt ) iff t1 ≡ t .
Now, the proof is by induction on (t1, . . . , tn). We distinguish two cases according to
the form of the formula F .
• If F is of the form P(x1, . . . , xn) for some context P . By definition of FS ,
Model(S)  F{xi → ti } iff there exists a clause of the form A ← B ∈ S
and a substitution σ such that Aσ ≡ P(t1, . . . , tn) and Model(S)  Bσ . Since
the Explosion rule preserves the set of ground instances of the clause set, this is
equivalent to: there exist a clause A ← B ∈ Expl(S) and a substitution σ such
that Aσ ≡ P(t1, . . . , tn) and Model(S)  Bσ . By Lemma 5.7, this is true iff there
exists a clause A ← B ′ ∈ UnfoldS(instance(S)) and a substitution σ such that
Aσ ≡ P(t1, . . . , tn) and Model(S)  B ′σ .
By definition of the Elimination of ground terms rule, this is true iff there exists
a clause A′ ← ∧ni=1 ¬Tti (xi ) ∧ B ′ where A ≡ A′{xi → ti } and a substitution σ
such that A′σ ≡ P(t1, . . . , tn) and Model(S)  B ′σ .
Then, by irreducibility w.r.t. the Instantiation rule, this means that there exists
a clause P( f1(x11 , . . . , xa11 ), . . . , fn(x1n , . . . , xann )) ← B ′′ in S′ such that for all
i ∈ [1 . . .n], fi (x1i , . . . , xaii )σ ≡ ti and Model(S)  B ′′σ .
By definition of Aut this is equivalent to: there exists a rule of the form
F(st(s1), . . . , st(sMΣ ))→ st(P) ∈ A
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where F = ( f1, . . . , fn, fn+1, . . . , fMΩ ), and si = (B ′′[i ], (xi1, . . . , xiMΩ )) and such
that for all i ∈ [1 . . .n], fi (x1i , . . . , xaii )σ ≡ ti and Model(S)  B ′σ .
Since B ′′ is decomposable, Model(S)  B ′′σ is equivalent to: ∀i ∈
[1 . . . MΩ ],Model(S)  B ′′[i ]σ , hence by induction hypothesis to ∀i ∈
[1 . . . MΣ ], [(t1i , . . . , tMΩ i )] →A st(B[i ], (xi1, . . . , xiMΩ )) (since by definition B[i ]
only contains variables of rank i ).
Therefore, this implies that Model(S)  F iff [(t1, . . . , tMΩ )] →A st(P).
• Otherwise, the proof is immediate from the definition of the state expression
st(F, (x1, . . . , xn)) and from the semantics of state expressions. 
We deduce the following:
Corollary 5.1. Let S be a set of clauses satisfying condition C<aut. Then the problem
Model(S)  F where F is a first-order formula without any function symbols is decidable.
Proof. This problem is shown to be decidable in Peltier (1997) (see also Matzinger, 1997
for the particular case of evaluating sets of clauses). 
We give a complete example, illustrating the whole process.




R( f (x), f (y))← R(x, y)
R(g(x), g(y))← R(x, y)
R(a, f (y))←
R(a, g(y))←
P(x, y)← ¬R(x, y).
We use the lexicographic path ordering with P > R. The reader can check that S
satisfies condition (C<).
Firstly, we compute the set of clause M<(S). We get (see Section 3) the following
clause set:
R( f (x), f (y))← R(x, y) R(g(x), g(y))← R(x, y)
R(a, f (y))←  R(a, g(y))←
¬R( f (x), f (y))← ¬R(x, y) ¬R(g(x), g(y))← ¬R(x, y)
¬R( f (x), a)←  ¬R( f (x), g(y))←
¬R(a, a)← ¬R(g(x), a)←
¬R(g(x), f (y))← P(x, y)← ¬R(x, y)
¬P(x, y)← R(x, y).
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Then, we apply the Explosion rule. Here, the only variables of degree 1 are x, y in the
last two clauses. We obtain:
R( f (x), f (y))← R(x, y) R(g(x), g(y))← R(x, y)
R(a, f (y))←  R(a, g(y))← 
¬R( f (x), f (y))← ¬R(x, y) ¬R(g(x), g(y))← ¬R(x, y)
¬R( f (x), a)←  ¬R( f (x), g(y))←
¬R(a, a)← ¬R(g(x), a)←
¬R(g(x), f (y))← P(a, a)← ¬R(a, a)
P(a, f (y ′))← ¬R(a, f (y ′)) P(a, g(y ′))← ¬R(a, g(y ′))
P( f (x ′), a)← ¬R( f (x ′), a) P( f (x ′), f (y ′))← ¬R( f (x ′), f (y ′))
P( f (x ′), g(y ′))← ¬R( f (x ′), g(y ′)) P(g(x ′), a)← ¬R(g(x ′), a)
P(g(x ′), f (y ′))← ¬R(g(x ′), f (y ′)) P(g(x ′), g(y ′))← ¬R(g(x ′), g(y ′))
¬P(a, a)← R(a, a) ¬P(a, f (y ′))← R(a, f (y ′))
¬P(a, g(y ′))← R(a, g(y ′)) ¬P( f (x ′), a)← R( f (x ′), a)
¬P( f (x ′), f (y ′))← R( f (x ′), f (y ′)) ¬P( f (x ′), g(y ′))← R( f (x ′), g(y ′))
¬P(g(x ′), a)← R(g(x ′), a) ¬P(g(x ′), f (y ′))← R(g(x ′), f (y ′))
¬P(g(x ′), g(y ′))← R(g(x ′), g(y ′)).
Notice that this process increases the number of clauses (due to the fact that each
variable has to be replaced by several distinct new terms). Then we apply the Unfolding
rule in order to eliminate literals of degree 2 occurring in the body. We obtain:
R( f (x), f (y))← R(x, y) R(g(x), g(y))← R(x, y)
R(a, f (y))←  R(a, g(y))←
¬R( f (x), f (y))← ¬R(x, y) ¬R(g(x), g(y))← ¬R(x, y)
¬R( f (x), a)←  ¬R( f (x), g(y))← 
¬R(a, a)← ¬R(g(x), a)←
¬R(g(x), f (y))← P(a, a)← 
P( f (x ′), a)← P( f (x ′), f (y ′))← ¬R(x ′, y ′)
P( f (x ′), g(y ′))← P(g(x ′), a)← 
P(g(x ′), f (y ′))← P(g(x ′), g(y ′))← ¬R(x ′, y ′)
¬P(a, f (y ′))←
¬P(a, g(y ′))← ¬P( f (x ′), f (y ′))← R(x ′, y ′)
¬P(g(x ′), g(y ′))← R(x ′, y ′).
Here, the Elimination of ground term and instantiation rules need not be applied.
We can directly proceed to the loop in procedure Aut. We denote by p, r the states
corresponding to the context (P(x, y), (x, y)), (R(x, y), (x, y)) (note that there are no
contexts for negative literals).
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The reader can check that we obtain the following automaton:
( f × f )(r)→ r
(g × g)(r)→ r
(a × f )()→ r
(a × g)()→ r
( f × f )(¬r)→ p
(g × g)(¬r)→ p
( f × a)()→ p
( f × g)()→ p
(a × a)()→ p
(g × a)()→ p
(g × f )()→ p.
Note that the clauses with negative head play no role in the generation of production
rules (see the definition of context and the procedure Aut).
This automaton gives the interpretation of P and R. For example, assume that we want
to know the truth value of R( f (g(a)), f (g( f (a)))) in the interpretation. Then, we only
have to check whether the term [( f (g( f (a))), f (g(a)))] = ( f × f )(g × g)(a × f )(×
a)× (×) belongs to the language corresponding to the state r (i.e. whether there exists
a sequence of applications of production rules from [( f (g(a)), f (g( f (a))))] to r ).
In this case we obtain the following sequence:
( f × f )(g × g)(a × f )(× a)(×) → ( f × f )(g × g)(a × f )()
→ ( f × f )(g × g)(r)
→ ( f × f )(r)
→ r.
Similarly, assume that we want to check whether the formula (∀x)¬R(x, x) holds.
Then, we proceed as follows:
• We add to the automaton the following production rules:
( f × f )(e)→ e
(g × g)(e)→ e
(a × a)(e)→ e.
Clearly, the language denoted by e is the set of pairs (t, s) such that t = s.
• Then, we compute the intersection s of e and r (i.e. we compute the production rule
corresponding to s = e ∩ r , see Appendix A).
• Finally, we check that the language denoted by s is empty (which is the case here).
Please note that all items can easily be made automatic.
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5.4. The monadic class
In this section, we consider the particular case of the monadic class, i.e. the class
of clause sets obtained after skolemization and transformation into clausal form from
formulae without function symbols and only containing predicate symbols of arity 1.
The monadic class is well-known to be decidable and finitely controllable, and
efficient decision procedures have been proposed (see for example Fermu¨ller et al., 1993;
Bachmair et al., 1993; Gilleron et al., 1993). We show that any satisfiable set of clauses
saturated under ordered resolution belonging to the monadic class satisfies condition (C<aut).
Definition 5.13. A clause C is said to be monadic iff there exists a vector of variables
(x1, . . . , xn) such that any atom occurring in C is either of the form P(xi ) for P ∈ Ω and
xi ∈ [1 . . .n] or of the form P( f (x1, . . . , xk)) where k ≤ n and k = a( f ).
A set of clauses S is said to be monadic iff each clause in S is monadic.
Definition 5.14. Let ≺ be a total ordering on function and predicate symbols such that if
a( f ) > a(g) then f % g. Let <m be the ordering on ground terms and atoms defined as
follows:
• If t and s are two terms then t <m s iff t <r s, where <r denotes the recursive path
ordering corresponding to the ordering ≺ (see for example Rusinowitch (1987) for
the definition of recursive path ordering).
• For any pair of atoms P(t) and Q(s) we define: P(t) < Q(s) ≡def (t <m s ∨ (t ≈
s ∧ P ≺ Q)).
Remark. <m is total since the orderings <r and ≺ are total. Moreover, it is well-known
that for any proper subterm t of s, we have t <r s, hence t <m s, and for any predicate
symbol P: P(t) <m P(s).
Definition 5.15. We denote byR<m the following system of inference rules:
R<m ≡ {<m-Resolution,<m-factorization, Splitting rule, Subsumption}
where the rules <m-Resolution, <m-factorization, splitting, subsumption rules are defined
as usual (see for example Rusinowitch, 1987 or Appendix B).
Lemma 5.8. R<m is sound and refutationally complete. Moreover, if S is monadic then:
• R<m terminates on S.• Any set of clauses obtained from S by applying rules in R<m is monadic.
Proof. See for example Fermu¨ller et al. (1993). 
For any set of monadic clauses S, we denote byR<m (S) a set of clauses obtained from
S by indeterministic application of the system of rules R<m on S (note: the strategy is not
relevant here).
Remark. If S is monadic, thenR<m (S) is monadic.
Lemma 5.9. Let S be a set of clauses belonging to the monadic class. If S is satisfiable,
thenR<m (S) satisfies condition (C<aut).
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Proof.
• R<m (S) satisfies (C<). Let C be a clause in S. If C contains only atoms of depth 1,
then C is of the form
∨n
i=1 Pi (xi ), where ∀i ∈ [1 . . .n], xi ∈ V . By irreducibility
w.r.t. the splitting rule, we must have xi ≡ x j for all i, j ∈ [1 . . .n]. Let Pi be
the maximal symbol in {P1, . . . , Pn} (according to the ordering ≺). We have, by
definition of <m : Pi (x) >m Pj (x) for all j ∈ [1 . . .n]\{i}. Moreover, Var(C) ⊆
Var(Pi (x)).
Otherwise, C is of the form
∨n
i=1 Pi (xi ) ∨
∨m
i=1 Qi ( fi (y1, . . . , yai )). Let f be
the maximal symbol in { f1, . . . , fm} according to ≺ and let Q j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) be the
maximal predicate symbol in {Qi | i ∈ [1 . . .m], fi = f }.
By definition of f and ≺, we have for any j ′ ∈ [1 . . .m], a j ′ ≤ a j . Therefore,
Q j ( f j (y1, . . . , ya j ′ )) contains all the variables in
∨m
i=1 Qi ( fi (y1, . . . , yai )). If there
exists i ∈ [1 . . .n] such that Pi (xi) does not occur in Q j ( f j (x1, . . . , xa j ′ )) then the
splitting rule would apply hence this is impossible. Therefore Q j ( f j (x1, . . . , xa j ))
contains all the variables occurring in C .
Let i ∈ [1 . . .n]. Since xi occurs in f j (x1, . . . , xa j ), we have, xi <m
f j (x1, . . . , xa j ) hence, by definition of <m : Pi (xi ) <m Q j ( f j (x1, . . . , xa j )).
Moreover, by definition of f , we must have, for all i ∈ [1 . . .m]\{ j},
Qi ( fi (y1, . . . , yai )) < Q j ( f j (x1, . . . , xa j ′ )). Therefore, Q j ( f j (x1, . . . , xa j )) is
strictly greater than any other literal in C .
Finally, condition (C<3) follows directly by irreducibility w.r.t. the <m-resolution
rule.
• Any atom A in R<m (S) is linear. Since any clause in R<m (S) is monadic, then A
must be either of the form P(x) for some variable x or of the form P( f (x1, . . . , xn))
for some distinct variable x1, . . . , xn . Hence A is linear.
• Any clause C ∈ R<m (S) is regular. We define the function ψC and φC as follows:
let d be the maximal depth of terms in C . We define: φC(x) = 1 − d for all x ,
ψC (A) = 2 − d if A ≡ P(x) where x is a variable, ψC (A) = 2 else. Let A be
an atom in C and let x be a variable occurring at a position p in A. A must be
either of the form P(x) for some variable x or of the form P( f (x1, . . . , xn)) for
some vector of variables (x1, . . . , xn). If A ≡ P(x) then we have |p| = 1 hence
|p| = ψC (A) − φC (x). Else, we have d = 1, and |p| = 2 hence ψC (A) = 2, and
|p| = ψC (A)− φC(x).
• The head of any clause in C is of degree 2. If the head A of C is of the form
P( f (x1, . . . , xn)) then the proof is immediate from the definition of ψC above. Else
we must have d = 0 hence the degree of A is 2.
• Any clause C is decomposable. Since any clause C is monadic any variable x
occurring at a position i in a term f (x1, . . . , xn) must occur at position i in any
term in C . Therefore, rank(x,C) must be {i}. Moreover, any atom A of degree 1
contains exactly one variable. 
Lemma 5.9, together with the results presented in the rest of the section, shows that our
method allows us to build a model for any satisfiable formula belonging to the monadic
class. Since, moreover, the arity of the predicate symbols is equal to 1, the automaton
representing the model is defined on sets of terms (and not on tuples of terms), hence it
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is exactly equivalent to a finite model (Ge´cseg and Steinby, 1984). Consequently, a finite
model may be extracted simply by transforming the automaton into a deterministic one.
Of course there are many other ways of generating finite models for formulae of the
monadic class and we do not claim that our technique is the superior one. The purpose of
this section is mainly to show the uniformity of the method of the present paper.
Of course, it is not restricted to the monadic class, and may be used for other classes of
clause sets as well. In particular, it would be interesting to identify other known syntactical
classes of formulae satisfying condition (C<aut).
6. Conclusion and discussion
We have presented a method for extracting models from some classes of clause sets
saturated under some ordering resolution refinements. These models are represented by
sets of clauses having exactly one Herbrand model (on their signature), which allows us to
use proof by consistency for solving the atom evaluation and clause evaluation problems.
For some particular classes of formulae (including—but not restricted to—the monadic
class), we also show how to extract a tree automaton representing the considered Herbrand
model.
This method applies on clause sets obtained after a resolution-based theorem-prover
(such as OTTER or Vampire) reaches saturation (i.e. terminates without detecting a
contradiction). It allows us to extract in a purely automatic way suitable representations
of a model of the original clause sets. Obviously, this is very useful for many applications
of automated deduction: for example to point out errors in programs or circuits or to refute
conjectures by giving counter-examples.
The proposed method is essentially different in several respects from those described
in Comon and Nieuwenhuis (1998), Fermu¨ller and Leitsch (1996, 1998), Fermu¨ller et al.
(1993) and Hirschberger (1997).
The method by Fermu¨ller and Leitsch is devoted to clause sets irreducible by semantic
refinements of (hyper)-resolution, and does not take into account ordering refinements.
Moreover it uses atomic representations (possibly with ground equality) instead of first-
order clauses for representing the obtained interpretation.
The method by Tammet is, as ours, based on the use of ordering refinements. It
allows us to extract finite models from some classes of (saturated) sets of clauses.
However, it requires an important post-processing step, involving several satisfiability tests
(performed with a decision procedure based on ordered resolution and narrowing), which
is avoided with our method, in which the post-processing step is less costly4. Moreover,
the considered class of formulae is different from ours.
The principle of the method presented in Hirschberger (1997) is closer to the one of
our method, i.e. to extract a (Herbrand) model from the saturated clause set, however the
considered class of clauses is again very different. In Hirschberger (1997), the model is
represented by rewriting rules instead of clause sets. Explicit default reasoning is needed
4 The termination of Tammet’s model building procedure still seems to be an open problem, at least for
formulae not belonging to the monadic class.
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to evaluate atoms in the represented model. This is avoided in our approach, by encoding
default reasoning into clausal logic. Encoding default reasoning into first-order logic has
the advantage of allowing to use existing provers instead of having to design new special-
purpose systems.
In Comon and Nieuwenhuis (1998) a method is presented to transform some classes of
clause sets into clause sets having a unique Herbrand model which is also a model of the
initial clause set. The presented techniques are similar to the one of the present paper, but
are restricted to Horn clause sets. The results in Section 3 may be seen as a generalization
of these techniques to non-Horn formulae.
Some problems remain open and provide lines of future research. In particular, it would
be interesting to extend the presented techniques to classes of clause sets not satisfying
(C<) and/or (C<aut):
• In Section 3, we assumed that the clauses contain a unique maximal literal. It would
be interesting to extend the method to the case in which the clauses may contain more
than one maximal literal. This could be done by introducing ordering constraints in
the clauses in order to express—at the object level—that a given literal is maximal
in a clause.
• It is very likely that some of the results presented here could be extended to the case
in which the head of the clause is an equational literal. However, the main problem is
that we would have to use a new existential quantifier elimination algorithm, which
has to be correct—not in the empty theory (as in the present paper)—but in the
algebra defined by the set of clauses at hand. Obviously, this problem is undecidable
in general, hence further restrictions on the use of the equality predicate will be
necessary.
• It is well-known that all the properties of tree automata are preserved if equality
conditions at depth at most 1 are allowed (Comon and Delor, 1994). Therefore,
we conjecture that the condition “S is linear” is not necessary in the definition of
condition (C<aut).
• The complexity of the transformation process remains to be investigated. This
complexity is much lower than the complexity of solving general equational
formulae, since the quantifier elimination part is, for the particular class of formulae
considered here, polynomial w.r.t. the size of the initial formula. However, the
transformation of the formula FS into a set of clauses involves transformation
from dnf into cnf, hence the complexity of the transformation process should be
exponential. But it is clearly possible to reduce the cost significantly by using
renaming. We conjecture that the transformation can be done in polynomial time
by adding new predicate symbols to the signature.
Appendix A. Elimination of complex state expressions
In this section, we provide an algorithm to eliminate state expressions occurring in the
left-hand side of the production rules.
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Definition A.1. A tree automata is said to be normal iff its set of rules does not contain
any state expressions.
We show that any extended tree automata can be transformed into a normal one that
accepts the same set of terms.
Procedure Normalize
INPUT: an extended m-automatonA = (φ, ρ);
OUTPUT: a normal automatonA′ = (φ′, ρ′) such that A′ ≡ A.
Begin
P := ∅ % P is a set of pairs (s, s′) where
% s is a state expression and s′ a state symbol
% (intending to denote the same set of terms as s)
While A′ is not normal
Choose a minimal5 state expression s occurring in A not belonging to S
If s ≡ s1 ∩ s2 Then s := ¬(¬s1 ∪ ¬s2)
If there exists a pair (s′, s′′) ∈ P such that s ≡ s′ Then
Replace each occurrence of s in a production term in A by s′′
Else Begin
Let s′ be a state symbol not occurring in A
P := P ∪ (s, s′)
Replace each occurrence of s in A by s′
If s ≡  Then
For each f ∈ Σm Add f (s′, . . . , s′)→ s′ in A
If s is of the form ¬sc Then
Let s′c such that (sc, s′c) ∈ P
For each f ∈ Σ , a( f ) = n
Let { f ( i )→ s′c | i ∈ [1 . . . k]} be the set of rules in A of symbol f
and of the right-hand side s′c
For each partition (S1, . . . , Sn) of [1 . . . k]
Add in A the rule f (⋂i∈S1 ¬
1
i , . . . ,
⋂
i∈Sn ¬ ni )→ s′
Else s must be of the form s1 ∪ s2
Let s′1, s2 such that (si , s′i ) ∈ P
For each rule t → s′i ∈ A, i ∈ {1, 2}
Add the rule t → s′ in A
End
Return(A)
Theorem A.1. The Normalize procedure terminates. Moreover, for any tree automaton
A on the set of symbols S, Normalize(A) is a normal tree automata such that A ≡S
Normalize(A).
Proof. • Termination. Since the number of distinct state symbols occurring in A
is finite, the number of distinct state expressions is also finite (up to equivalence).
5 According to the size of the state expression.
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Therefore, after a finite number of iterations, we will obtain a set of pairs P such
that for all state expressions s occurring in A, there exists a state symbol s′ such that
(s, s′) ∈ P . Then, Normalize must terminate since the number of state expressions
will decrease strictly at each iteration.
• Normalize(A) is normal. This is immediate due to the condition of the loop While.
• A ≡S Normalize(A). By definition, Normalize(A) is of the formA′ ∪A′′ whereA′
is obtained from A by replacing each state expression s by a state symbol s′ with
(s, s′) ∈ P and A′′ is a set of supplementary rules. Moreover, for all complex state
expressions s, there exists a unique state symbol s′ such that (s, s′) ∈ P . Then, it
suffices to show that:
– for any state expression s, and for any term t in H (Σ ), t →A s iff
t →Normalize(A) s′.
– for any state symbol s, and for any term t in H (Σ ), t →A s iff
t →Normalize(A) s.
The proof is by induction on t and s (respectively). Let s be a state expression.
By definition, s is either a state symbol or of the form ,⊥,¬s or s1 ∪ s2 (state
expressions of the form s1 ∩ s2 are replaced by ¬(¬s1 ∪ ¬s2)). We distinguish
several cases.
1. s ≡ . By definition, Normalize(A)A′′ must contain all rules of the form
f (s′, . . . , s′) → s′, where f ′ ∈ Σm . Then, we have, for any ground term t :
t →A s′.
2. s ≡⊥. Since there is no production rule of the form T → s′, there is no term t
such that t →A s′.
3. s is a state symbol. By definition, t →A s is equivalent to: there exists
a rule f (s1, . . . , sn) → s ∈ A such that t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn) and ∀i ∈
[1 . . .n], ti →A si . By definition of Normalize this is equivalent to: there
exists a rule f (s′1, . . . , s′n) → s ∈ A′ such that t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn) and∀i ∈ [1 . . .n], ti →A si , where for all i ∈ [1 . . .n], (si , s′i ) ∈ P . By
induction hypothesis, this means that there exists a rule f (s′1, . . . , s′n)→ s ∈ A′
such that t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn) and ∀i ∈ [1 . . .n], ti →Normalize(A) s′i , i.e. that
t →Normalize(A) s′.
4. s is of the form s1 ∪ s2. We have t →A s iff there exists i ∈ {1, 2} such that
t →A si . By induction hypothesis, this is equivalent to: there exists i ∈ {1, 2}
such that t →Normalize(A) s′i , where (si , s′i ) ∈ P . By definition of the Normalize
procedure, this means that t →Normalize(A) s′.
5. s is of the form¬sc. We have t →A s iff we do not have t →A sc. By induction
hypothesis, this means that we do not have t →Normalize(A) s′c where (sc, s′c) ∈
P . t must be of the form f (t1, . . . , tn). Let { f (si1, . . . , sin) → s′c | i ∈ [1 . . . k]}
be the set of rules of the right-hand side s′c.
t →Normalize(A) s′c is false iff for all i ∈ [1 . . . k], there exists j ∈ [1 . . .n] such
that we do not have t j →Normalize(A) sij . This is equivalent to: there is a partition
(S1, . . . , Sn) of [1 . . . k] such that for all j ∈ [1 . . .n], i ∈ Sj , we do not have
t j →Normalize(A) sij , i.e. for all j ∈ [1 . . .n], t j →Normalize(A)
⋂
i∈S j ¬sij .
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By induction hypothesis, this means that for all j ∈ [1 . . .n], t j →Normalize(A)
m j where (
⋂
i∈S j ¬sij ,m j ) ∈ P .
By definition of Normalize this means that there exists a rule f (m1, . . . ,mn)
→ s′ such that ∀i ∈ [1 . . .n], ti →Normalize(A) mi i.e. that t →Normalize(A)
s′. 
Appendix B. Inference rules
In this section, < denotes an ordering on literals.
Definition B.1. A literal L is said to be maximal in a clause L ∨ R iff for all L ′ ∈ R, we
have L ′ ≯ L.
<-Resolution:
L ∨ R ¬L ′ ∨ R′
(R ∨ R′)σ .
If σ is a m.g.u. of L and L ′, Lσ and ¬L ′σ are respectively maximal in (L ∨ R)σ and
(L ′ ∨ R′)σ .
<-Factorization:
L ∨ L ′ ∨ R
(L ∨ R)σ .
If σ is a m.g.u. of L and L ′, Lσ is maximal in (L ∨ L ′ ∨ R)σ .
Splitting:
S ∪ {C1 ∨ C2}
S ∪ {C1} S ∪ {C2} .
If: Var(C1) ∩ Var(C2) = ∅.
Subsumption:
S ∪ {C, D}
S ∪ {C} .
If: C subsumes D and D does not subsume C .
Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 5.1
• We show that any clause in S′ is regular. It suffices to show that any clause
C ′ ≡ C{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)} is regular. We define the functions φC ′ and ψC ′ as
follows:
– By definition of C ′, any atom A′ in C ′ must be of the form A{x →
f (x1, . . . , xn)} for some atom A occurring in C . We define:
φC ′(A{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)}) =def ψC (A).
– For any variable x in C , we define φC ′(x) =def φC (x). Moreover, for all
i ∈ [1 . . .n], we take φC ′(xi ) =def φC (x)− 1.
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Now, let A′ ≡ A{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)} be an atom in C ′ and x be a variable
occurring at a position p in A′. Two cases may occur. Either p is a position in A,
hence x must be a variable in C and (since C is regular) |p| = ψC (A) − φC(x) =
ψC ′(A′)− φC ′(x). Or p = q.i where q is a position in A, A|q ≡ x and i ∈ [1 . . .n].
Then, we have |q| = ψC (A) − φC(x) hence |p| = ψC (A) − φC(x) + 1 =
ψC ′(A′)− (φC ′(xi )+ 1)+ 1 = ψC ′(A′)− φC ′(xi ). Therefore, C ′ must be regular.
• We now prove that the Explosion rule terminates.
Let C be a regular clause. By definition, the variables occurring in C must be of
degree 0 or 1. We denote by I(C) the number of variables of degree 1 in C . Let S be
a set of clauses. We denote by I(S) the set:
I(S) =def {I(C) | C ∈ S}.
I(S) is ordered using the multiset extension of the ordering on natural numbers.
Let S ∪⋃ f ∈Σ ,a( f )=n C{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)} be a set of regular clauses obtained
from a set of clauses S ∪ {C} by applying the Explosion rule.
Let f be a function symbol of arity n in Σ . Let C ′ ≡ C{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)}.
Due to the application condition of the rule we have φC(x) = 1 hence ∀i ∈
[1 . . .n], φC ′(xi) = 0. Since the degree of the other does not change, we deduce that
I(C ′) < I(C) (since a variable of degree 1 is replaced by n variables of degree 0).
Hence I(S ∪ ⋃ f ∈Σ ,a( f )=n C{x → f (x1, . . . , xn)}) < I(S ∪ {C}). Since the
ordering on I(S) is a multiset extension of a well-founded ordering, it must be
well-founded. Hence there cannot exist any infinitely decreasing sequence and the
Explosion rule must be terminating.
Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 5.2
• Let S2 be a set of clauses obtained from S1 by S-Unfolding. By definition, S1 must
be of the form S1 ≡ S′ ∪ {A ← B[L]p} where S2 ≡ S′ ∪ {cnf(¬B[∨ni=1 Biσi ]∨ A)}
and {Ai ← Bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is the set of clauses in S′ whose head matches L,
L ≡ Aiσi , and L is of degree 2.
We show that any clause C ∈ cnf(¬B[∨ni=1 Biσi ] ∨ A) is regular. We have to
exhibit two functionsψC and φC satisfying the conditions of the definition of regular
clauses. Let A′ be an atom occurring in C . Two cases must be distinguished.
1. Either A′ is an atom occurring in A ← B . Then we take ψC (A′) =def
ψA←B (A′).
2. Or A′ is of the form A′′σi where A′′ occurs in a clause Ai ← Bi for some
i ∈ [1 . . .n]. If this case, we take ψC (A′) =def ψAi←Bi (A′′).
We define, for all variables x occurring in C: φC (x) =def 0.
Let x be a variable occurring at a position p in a literal A′ in C . We have to show
that |p| = ψC (A)− φC(x), i.e. that |p| = ψC (A).
We distinguish two cases.
1. Either A′ is an atom occurring in A ← B . Then, since S1 is regular we have by
definition, |p| = ψA←B (A′)− φA←B (x) hence |p| = ψC (A′)− φC ′(x).
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2. Or A′ is of the form A′′σi where A′′ occurs in a clause Ai ← Bi for some
i ∈ [1 . . .n]. Any variable x occurring in C must also occur in A ← B . Indeed,
by (C<) any variable occurring in a clause Ai ← Bi must also occur in Ai .
Therefore, any variable in Ai ← Bi is in the domain of σi , hence yσi contains
only variables occurring in A ← B . Again, we have to consider two distinct
cases.
(a) p is a position in A′′. In this case A′′|p must be a variable y with yσ = x .
This implies that y must occur at a position q of depth 2 in Ai (indeed,
since A is of degree 2 and since x is of degree 0, any variable occurring in
L occurs at depth 2). Therefore, ψAi←Bi (y) = 0. Then, since Ai ← Bi is
regular we have |p| = ψAi←Bi (A′′)− φAi←Bi (y) hence |p| = ψC (A′′).
(b) p is not a position in A′′. In this case there exists a prefix q of p such that A′′|q
is a variable y with yσ = t where t is a term containing an occurrence of x .
Since the depth of terms is at most 2, t is a a term of depth 1, hence p is of
the form i. j for some integers i, j . Hence, y occurs at depth 1 in Ai . Since
Ai is of degree 2, we must have ψAi←Bi (y) = 1. Hence |q| = ψAi←Bi − 1
hence |p| = ψAi←Bi (A′′) = ψC (A′′)− ψC(A′′).
• We have shown that the number of variables may not increase (since any variable in
Ai ← Bi must be in the domain of σi ). Moreover, the value of the clauses decreases
strictly relatively to the order <, since by (C<), we must have Ai > Bi .
Hence the S-unfolding rule terminates on S1.
Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 5.3
• Any clause deduced from S by the Elimination of ground terms rule must be either
of the form Tt (t) or of the form ¬Tt (x) ∨ C ′ for where C ′ is obtained from a clause
C ∈ S by replacing a ground term t by x . It is clear that these two clauses are regular
(since C must be regular). Moreover the degree of the variables and atoms occurring
in C are not affected. Finally, the degree of the variable x must be 0, since (due to
the application condition of the rule) it must occur at depth 2 in an atom of degree 2.
• The number of positions p such that A|p contains a ground term decreases strictly
after each application of the rule (indeed, due to the application condition, the rule is
applied only on terms t occurring at depth 2 in A). Therefore, the rule must terminate.
Appendix F. Proof of Lemma 5.4
Since A is the head of A ← B , A must be of degree 2. Therefore any variable occurring
in A must occur at depth 2. Similarly any variable occurring in A′ occurs at depth 1, since
A′ is of degree 1. Therefore, for any variable x in A, xσ must be a ground term occurring
in A′. Hence no new ground term may be added in the body of the clauses in S. Therefore,
the number of possible applications of the rule is bounded.
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Appendix G. Proof of Lemma 5.5
Let S′ = Instance(Eg(UnfoldS((Expl(S))))) and let C ∈ S′. Let L be the head of
C . Since the degree of the atoms are not changed during application of the Explosion,
Unfolding and Elimination of ground terms rules (see the proofs of Lemmas 5.1–5.3
resp.), L must be of degree 2.
By Lemmas 5.1–5.3, S′ must be regular and contains only variables of degree 0.
Therefore any variable occurring in L must occur at depth 2, hence L is of the form
P( f1( 1), . . . , fn( n)). Assume that i contains a ground term s. By irreducibility w.r.t.
the Elimination of ground terms rule, the head of a rule in Eg(UnfoldS((Expl(S)))) may
not contain any ground term. Therefore, s must have been introduced during an application
of the Instantiation rule, i.e. there must exist a substitution σ and a term s′ occurring in the
body of a clause in Eg(UnfoldS((Expl(S)))) such that fi ( i ) ≡ s′σ . But by Lemmas 5.2
and 5.3 any variable in s′ must occur at depth 1. Therefore, since s′ contains at least a
ground term s, s′ must be ground. Therefore, fi ( i )is ground. Hence L must be of the form
Q1( f1( 1), . . . , fn( n)) for some context Q1 and some vectors of variables i .
By definition, C is of the form L ∨ B for some B . Assume that B contains a variable at
depth 2. Since by Lemmas 5.3, any variable is of degree 0, this implies that B contains an
atom of degree 2. Since the Elimination of ground terms rule does not affect the degree of
the atoms, this means that there would exist a clause C ′ ∈ UnfoldS(Expl(S)) and an atom
A of degree 2 occurring in the body of C ′. By irreducibility w.r.t. the Unfolding rule, this
is impossible. Hence any atom in B must be of the form Q2(x1, . . . , xk) for some context
Q2 and for some variables (x1, . . . , xk).
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